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Abstract
With recent advances in power electronic technology, high-voltage direct current
(HVDC) transmission system has become an alternative for transmitting power
especially over long distances. Multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) systems are
proposed as HVDC systems with more than two terminals. These systems
can be geographically wide. In addition, wind is becoming one of the most
important sources of renewable energy in the world, with vast sources available
in offshore areas. Multi-terminal high-voltage DC systems are attractive solutions
for connecting offshore wind farms to AC grids.
While in AC grids, frequency is a global signal, in MTDC systems DC voltage
can be considered as its dual. However, unlike frequency, DC voltage cannot be equal
across the MTDC system. Control of DC voltage in MTDC systems is one of the
important challenges in MTDC systems. Since the dynamic of the MTDC system
is very fast, DC voltage control methods cannot rely only on remote information.
Therefore, they can work based on either local information or a combination of
local and remote information.
Considering that wind has an intermittent nature, the optimal control of MTDC
systems in the presence of offshore wind farms to minimize the loss in the MTDC
system, considering the scheduled power is a challenge. Another challenge is the
optimal topology of MTDC systems to maximize the power transfer from offshore
grids to onshore grids.
Aiming to address the challenges mentioned above, this thesis discusses three
scopes of MTDC systems: primary control, secondary control and AC-DC expansion
planning.
In the primary control, first, the MTDC system is modeled. Next, the proposed
methods in the literature for controlling the DC voltage are described and in
addition to these methods, some control methods are proposed to control the
DC voltage in the MTDC system. These control methods include sliding mode
control and multi-agent control. The sliding mode control can control the system
fast and with very small overshoot. Moreover, it is shown that compared to proposed
methods in the literature, like voltage margin and voltage droop methods, it is less
sensitive to changes in short circuit ratios of the connected AC grids, topology of
the HVDC grid and operating point of the system. In the proposed multi-agent
control strategy, we aim to find a solution for the problems caused by lack of global
signal in the control of MTDC systems.
In the second part of the thesis we discuss secondary control. We propose a
controller, based on multi-agent systems, which follows the variations of wind,
controls the DC voltage in the MTDC system and transmitted powers to the
connected AC grids to minimize the DC transmission and conversion losses, while
considering the price of energy in each AC system and the scheduled injected power
to each AC grid. The controller operates in both centralized and distributed modes.
The controller also controls the system during contingencies and guarantees the
optimal system operation in the post-contingency state.
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Finally, the expansion planning of the AC-DC system is discussed. In this part
we aim to propose a methodology to determine the optimal configuration of the
MTDC system. The goal is to maximize the transferred power from the wind
farms to the onshore grids, while minimizing the investment cost. We propose
a two-stage stochastic mixed-integer second order cone program (MISOCP) for
optimal expansion of both DC and AC networks. Second order cone relaxation
and Taylor expansion are employed in deriving the proposed two-stage stochastic
MISOCP model. The two-stage stochastic MISOCP is solved using the parallelized
Benders decomposition algorithm.

Sammanfattning
Med senare tids framsteg inom kraftelektronik har högspända likströmssystem
(HVDC) övergått till att vara ett alternativ för överföring av elkraft, särskilt
över långa avstånd. HVDC system med fler terminaler än tvåbenämns ofta
som MTDC-system (multi-terminal HVDC systems). Dessa system kan ha stor
geografiskt utbredning. Vindkraft håller samtidigt på att bli en av de viktigaste
källorna till förnybar energi i världen, med stora potentiella tillgångar inte minst i
havsområden. Multiterminala högspännings DC-system är attraktiva lösningar för
anslutning av havsbaserade vindkraftparker till AC-nät på fastlandet.
I AC-nät är frekvens en global signal. DC-spänningen skulle närmast kunna
betraktas som frekvensens motsvarighet i MTDC-system. Men till skillnad från
frekvens kan likspänning inte vara lika över hela MTDC-systemet. Styrning
av likspänningen är en av de viktiga utmaningarna i MTDC-system. Eftersom
MTDC-systemets dynamik är väldigt snabb kan likspänningsregleringsmetoder inte
endast förlita sig på information tillhandahållen via kommunikation från avlägsna
mätpunkter. De bör därför arbeta utifrån lokal information eller en kombination av
lokal information och information tillhandahållen via kommunikation.
Med tanke på att vinden har en intermittent natur är optimal kontroll, för att
minimera förluster, av MTDC-system i närvaro av vindkraftparker en utmaning.
En annan utmaning är MTDC-systemets optimala topologi för att maximera
kraftöverföringen från havsbaserad vindkraftsproduktion till fastlandets elnät.
I syfte att adressera de ovan nämnda utmaningarna diskuteras i denna
avhandling tre områden inom MTDC-system: primärkontroll, sekundärkontroll och
AC-DC-expansionsplanering.
I avsnittet om den primära kontrollen är först olika modeller av MTDC-system
behandlat. Därefter beskrivs de i litteraturen föreslagna metoderna för styrning av
likspänningen. Förutom dessa metoder föreslås även ett par nya kontrollmetoder
för att styra likspänningen i MTDC-systemet. Dessa kontrollmetoder innefattar
glidmodskontroll och multi-agentkontroll. Glidmodskontrollen kan styra systemet
snabbt och precist. Vidare visas att jämfört med vanligen föreslagna
metoder i litteraturen, såsom spänningsmarginal och spänningsdroopmetoder, är
glidmodskontroll mindre känsligt för förändringar i kortslutningsförhållandena för
de anslutna nätet, topologin hos HVDC-nätet och driftspunkten för systemet. I
den föreslagna strategin för multi-agentkontroll strävar vi efter att finna en lösning
på problem som orsakas av brist på global signal vid kontroll av MTDC-system.
I den andra delen av avhandlingen diskuteras sekundärkontroll. Vi föreslår en
kontrollmetod baserad på multi-agent-system som följer vindvariationerna, styr
DC-spänningen i MTDC-systemet och överförde elkraft till de anslutna AC-näten
för att minimera transmissions och omvandlingsförluster, samtidigt som man
beaktar priset på energi i varje växelströmssystem och den schemalagda injicerade
effekten till varje AC-nät. Styrenheten arbetar i både centraliserad och distribuerad
driftsmod. Regulatorn styr ocksåsystemet under störningar och garanterar optimal
drift efter störningen.
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Slutligen diskuteras expansionsplaneringen av AC-DC-system. I denna del
strävar vi efter att föreslåen metod för att bestämma den optimala konfigurationen
av MTDC-systemet. Målet är att maximera överförd effekt från vindkraftparkerna
till fastlandets nät, samtidigt som investeringskostnaden minimeras. Vi föreslår
ett tvåstegs stokastiskt mixed-integer second order cone program (MISOCP) för
optimal expansion av både DC och AC nät. Second-order-cone relaxering och
Taylor-expansion är nyttjade för att utveckla den föreslagna tvåstegsstokastiska
MISOCP-modellen. Den tvåstegs-stokastiska MISOCP löses med användning av
den parallelliserade Benders-algoritmen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

Thomas Alva Edison invented the first direct-current (DC) generator. But, not so
long after that, Nikola Tesla and George Westinghouse came up with the alternating
current (AC) concept. AC had two undeniable advantages: its voltage could be
changed using AC transformers. Therefore, the power loss was decreased and it
was possible to transmit power over long distances. Moreover, it is easier in AC
system to build the breakers, due to the zero crossing in AC systems.
After world war II, the need for electric power increased. In some countries like
Sweden, the hydro power is located far from the population centers. Therefore,
the Swedish engineers at Swedish state power board (now Vattenfall) and ASEA
(now ABB) tried to use DC to transmit power over long distance, but the power
electronic technology could not offer this capability. As a result they utilized 380 kV
series-compensated AC lines instead. By advances in mercury switch technology,
the high-voltage direct-current (HVDC) system became a reality. The first order
for an HVDC system was given to ASEA in 1950 to connect the system of the
Swedish island of Gotland to the mainland system. This project was commissioned
in 1954.
With advances in power electronics and the invention of insulated gate bipolar
transistor (IGBT), voltage source converters (VSC) was introduced and used in
HVDC systems. The first commercial HVDC based on IGBT was in the island of
Gotland in Sweden, which was commissioned in 1997. It was a 50 MW underground
link from southern part of the island to its northern part [1]. A more complete list
of VSC-HVDC projects can be found in [2, 3].

1.2

Evolution of direct current transmission

Wind power is becoming an important source of energy and could be one of the
main resources of renewable energy in the future. Major offshore wind resources
can exist far away from the coast [4]. Average wind speeds in offshore areas are
estimated to be 20 percent higher than in onshore areas. As a result, the available
1
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energy from the wind would be around 70 percent higher in offshore areas [5]. Major
efforts are devoted to exploit this energy. As an example, the North sea offshore grid
project was launched in 2009 to extract wind energy in the North sea. The plan is to
harvest 120−180 GW by 2030, where 40−60 GW would be offshore wind energy [6].
Another example is the European Supergrid. In this vision, geographically far away
resources are connected to the European grids. The aggregation of these renewable
resources lowers their production variability. These resources include offshore and
onshore wind energy from northern Europe and Spain, solar energy from Sahara
desert and hydro energy from Scandinavia and central Europe [7].
When transmitting power to the onshore grids, we have some options: AC,
UHV-AC and HVDC. The questions is which one is the best option? DC cables
have lower losses and no skin effect. AC cables have high charging current which
makes them less attractive to be used over long distances. Another advantage of
HVDC is that it, to a large extent, decouples the wind farms from the AC grid
when a disturbance occurs in the grid. Finally, HVDC transmission does not need
any reactive power on the DC side.
To transfer the power in offshore applications, cables should be used. In this
case, beyond a certain distance (30 − 50 km), HVDC transmission is cheaper than
AC transmission. This distance is called the break-even distance [5, 8].
It should be noted that UHV-AC may be an interesting option for on-shore
connections where over-head lines can be used.

1.3

HVDC systems based on converter type

HVDC systems can be based on current source converter (CSC), also referred
to as line commutated converters (LCC), or voltage source converter (VSC) or
a combination of them. The HVDC systems using these converters are called
CSC-HVDC and VSC-HVDC, respectively. VSC-HVDC offers many advantages
compared to CSC-HVDC, namely:
• VSC-HVDC does not need an active commutation voltage or minimum
short-circuit power from connected AC grid. It will not suffer from
commutation failure following disturbances in the AC network, as is the case
for CSC-HVDC.
• VSC offers independent and fast control of active and reactive power, which
improves system stability [9]. This feature makes it possible to enhance
grid dynamic performances when disturbances occur, to provide damping of
low-frequency and inter-area oscillations in the connected AC grids and to
facilitate AC voltage support [5].
• VSC-HVDC has black start capability, which means that it can build up
independent AC voltage without any driving AC system voltage. This makes
it very interesting for connecting islanded grids and offshore wind farms to
the grid [5, 8].

1.3. HVDC systems based on converter type
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• VSC allows for reversing the power flow by changing direction of the current.
Therefore, lower voltage gradients allows the use of XLPE cables.
• VSC require less space per MW and can be built more compact, compared to
CSC, since they have smaller or even no AC filter. This can be very attractive
for offshore applications.
• Offshore wind farms are connected to the onshore grid in coastal connection
points, which are normally weak. To support the AC grid in these points,
VSC-HVDC is a promising option [5].
There are two main types of VSC-HVDC technologies. The first type uses
two-level or three-level converters. To build each arm of this converter, large number
of semiconductor devices are connected in series, to make it possible to withstand
the required voltage level [10]. A two-level converter is shown in Figure 1.1. Note
that there is a phase reactor on the AC side of the converter. The AC voltage
waveform of this converters is shown in Figure 1.2(a). As can be seen, the voltage
level and gradient are large, resulting in high stress on devices and high-frequency
noises. In order to create the required sinusoidal AC voltage waveform filtering
must be done. This filtering will be done on the AC side of the converter. Also,
since these converters use PWM switching, the switching frequency is high, which
leads to high switching loss.

A
B
C

Figure 1.1: A two-level VSC.

Second type of VSC-HVDC technology is based on multi-level converters (see
Figure 1.3). These converters are built by cascading many levels of cells. Also
inductors and DC capacitors are placed in the arms of the converter. HVDC light
(ABB) and HVDC plus (Siemens) use this technology.
In this concept, AC voltage is built in small steps (as shown in Figure 1.2
(b)). The more steps that are used, the more sinusoidal the AC voltage waveform
will be. Therefore, the need for AC filtering will be reduced or even eliminated.
The switching frequency in each semiconductor can be low (even fundamental

4
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: AC voltage (in black) and its fundamental component (in blue) in (a)
two-level VSC (a) multi-level VSC (seven-level in this case).
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Figure 1.3: A multi-level VSC.
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frequency), resulting in lower switching losses. As can be seen the voltage levels and
gradients are smaller, which creates less stress on the devices and less high-frequency
noises. Moreover, multi-level converters are scalable and we can use them for a wide
range of voltages.
Based on pros and cons of converter technologies, we choose multi-level VSC as
the technology to be used in this thesis. Figure 1.4 shows connection of terminal i
of a multi-level VSC-HVDC system to the AC grid i through a transformer and a
reactor (jX), which is the equivalent reactor of the multi-level converter [11]. As
can be seen there is no filter installed on the AC side. Also there is no capacitor on
the DC side. Note that each level of the multi-level converter has a DC capacitance.
As mentioned before, DC capacitors are now in the cells of the converters. In the
next chapter we show that we lump the equivalent capacitance of the converter
with equivalent DC capacitances of the connected DC cables to each terminal, and
model it with an equivalent capacitor. The inductances are in the arms of the
converter.

jX
AC grid

Vdc ,i

Vac ,i
VSC

DC grid

Figure 1.4: The positive sequence diagram of terminal i connected to AC grid i.

1.4

HVDC systems based on configuration

VSC-HVDC may have different configurations. Some of these configurations are
shown in Figure 1.5.
Monopole configurations have low redundancy, but bipolar configurations have
redundancy for half of the total rating and if one pole is out, rest of the system
can operate as an asymmetric monopole. The configurations with ground return
may influence environment adversely, therefore they need specific permissions.
Asymmetric monopole configurations can be expanded to bipolar configurations.

1.5

Multi-terminal HVDC

Multi-terminal HVDC (MTDC) systems are HVDC systems consisting of more
than two terminals. The first MTDC system was built based on CSC technology
by adding a third 50 MW converter station at Corsica island to the HVDC link
between Sardinia and mainland Italy. This system was commissioned in 1986 [1].
However, in CSC-MTDC systems, in order to change direction of the flow of power,
DC voltage polarity must be changed. Changing the power direction in one terminal

6
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 1.5: VSC-HVDC configurations: (a) bipole with metallic return (b) bipole with
ground return (c) asymmetric monopole with ground return (d) asymmetric monopole with
metallic return (e) symmetric monopole.

while maintaining it in the others requires a switching arrangement. Multi-terminal
CSC-HVDC may be applied in situations where there is a pre-dominant power flow
direction. In contrast, in a VSC-HVDC system it is possible to change the flow of
power without changing the polarity. Therefore, it is easier to extend the number
of terminals in a VSC-MTDC system, which makes the VSC technology a more
attractive solution for MTDC systems [12, 13].
We consider offshore wind farms. Offshore wind farms may be one of the
main sources of renewable energy in the future. Major offshore wind sources can
be far away from the coast. The energy extracted from the wind farms must
be transmitted to the shore by means of submarine cables. As stated earlier,
the VSC-HVDC system can be an attractive solution. Moreover, wind has an
intermittent nature, and by interconnecting wind farms to other grids, the effect of
intermittency and variability decreases [14]. VSC-MTDC systems make it possible
to connect many of these wind farms together and to multiple AC grids and form a
DC system. Furthermore, there are a lot of oil and gas platforms in the sea. These
platforms usually use gas turbines. It would be more efficient if these platforms
are supplied from the offshore grid or wind farms [4]. VSC-MTDC systems make
it possible to build a grid under the sea, which can supply offshore platforms.
Moreover, for HVDC grids to become more economically efficient, each
individual link should have a capacity around 2 GW and 500 kV voltage rating [5,7].
Considering that currently the VSC-HVDC technology built by ABB can transfer
1800 MW at 500 kV, developing an HVDC grid seems completely feasible.
VSC-MTDC systems in presence of offshore wind farms is studied in different
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papers for example in [15–17]. Figure 1.6 shows an MTDC system connected to 3
AC grids and two offshore wind farms and an offshore oil and gas platform. The
system configuration is very similar to the system presented by Airtricity where
AC system 1 can be considered as UTCE, AC system 2 as the Nordic AC system
and AC system 3 as the British AC system.

AC
grid1

Offshore
wind farm

Offshore
wind farm

Offshore
platform

VSC

VSC

VSC

VSC

VSC

DC grid
VSC

MTDC
system

AC
grid2

VSC

DC bus

VSC

VSC
AC terminal

AC grid3

Figure 1.6: A VSC-MTDC system.

The challenges of operating MTDC systems, like controlling the DC voltage,
power flow in DC lines, interaction between converters, have been discussed in [7].
One of the most important issues is that the DC voltage across the MTDC system
must be kept in an acceptable range. DC over-voltage could damage the converters,
whereas DC under-voltage may result in reducing the converter controllability [18].
If the power balance in the MTDC system is not maintained, the DC voltage
will change. VSC operating in rectifying mode injects active power to the MTDC
system, while the VSC operating in inverting mode extract active power from it.
If more active power is injected into the DC grid than is extracted, the DC voltage
will increase. An analogy for the DC voltage control in a five-terminal MTDC
system is presented in Figure 1.7. Each converter is replaced by an avatar and the
height of the balls from the earth resembles the voltage of terminals. These avatars
try to keep the height of the grid in the acceptable range, which is identified by
max and min.
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Figure 1.7: An analogy for a five-terminal MTDC system.

This thesis discusses three different topics: primary control, secondary control
and planning of MTDC systems (see Figure 1.8). In the planning phase the aim is
to decide the topology of the MTDC system and if there is any investment needed
in the connected AC grids. In the primary control, the aim is to control the DC
voltage and power in the MTDC system, immediately following a disturbance. This
is an important phase which guarantees the safe operation of MTDC system. In
secondary control, the aim is to make the MTDC system operate at an optimum
operating point. The following is an introduction of these parts of the thesis.

Operation
Investment Planning
Primary Control

Secondary Control
Time

Disturbance

Figure 1.8: Three phases which have been studied in this thesis.

1.6

Primary control

One of the important challenges is that the DC voltage across the grid must be kept
within the range of acceptable values. DC over-voltage could damage the converters,
whereas DC under-voltage may result in reducing the converter controllability [18].
The HVDC grid is like a power pool [19]. That is, if the power balance in the grid is
not maintained, the DC voltage will change. Injecting active power into the HVDC
grid increases the DC voltage while extracting active power from it, decreases the
DC voltage.
In this part, the methodologies presented in the literature to control the DC
voltage in the MTDC system, will be presented. Thereafter, sliding mode control
will be presented as a robust control system for primary DC voltage control. Finally,
a distributed control based on multi-agent system (MAS) is presented.

1.6. Primary control

1.6.1
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DC voltage control strategies

To control the DC voltage in an MTDC system, injected active power must be
controlled. Therefore, the first option is assigning one of the converters as a slack
converter to control the DC voltage, while other converters are controlling their
injected active power at a constant value. This methodology is referred to as
slave-master in the literature. The immediate question is what happens if the
slack converter cannot perform its job due to hitting its limits or even getting
disconnected. Since other converters are injecting (harvesting) constant power to
(from) the MTDC system, the system faces injected power surplus (deficit) and
as a result the DC voltage increases (decreases) dramatically. We can interpret
this situation as DC voltage instability. To solve this problem, other proposed
methodologies in the literature have proposed distributing DC voltage task
between converters.
In order to distribute the DC voltage control, remote information may be useful
as input data. However, since the dynamic of the VSC-MTDC system is very
fast, we may not only rely on remote information, especially during disturbances
or just after a disturbance. Therefore, any proposed control algorithm should rely
on either local data or on a combination of local and remote data. Among
the methodologies proposed, voltage margin method (VMM) and voltage droop
method (VDM) are the most well-known methodologies. These two methods rely
on local information as input data to control the DC voltage of the converters.
Ref. [20] reviews VMM and different types of VDM strategies. Some authors [18,21]
proposed control strategies, which are a combination of VDM and VMM.
In VDM, all or some converters participate in the DC voltage control by
changing their injected active powers (or DC currents) based on a predefined droop.
Application of this method results in a steady-state DC voltage deviation from the
pre-disturbance values. In contrast, in VMM one converter (slack converter) is
responsible to maintain its DC voltage in the desired level, while other terminals
operate at constant power mode [22]. When the DC voltage controller converter is
not any longer able to supply or extract the active power necessary for controlling
its DC voltage, another converter will operate as the slack converter [23]. A margin
must be considered between the reference DC voltages of terminals. The transition
between these two reference voltages puts a lot of stress on the converter [24].
Moreover, the voltage margin must be considered large enough in order to avoid
interactions between controllers [23]. VMM may be single stage or multi-stage.
Ref. [25] discusses different types of VMM in presence of offshore windfarms and
prioritizing converters in controlling DC voltage.
Ref. [26] implements the VDM for a VSC-MTDC system. In this reference, the
droop constants are determined using linear matrix inequality (LMI) to minimize
the voltage deviation, and only the DC dynamics are considered. Authors of [4],
modeled the VSC-MTDC system as a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system.
Then, the different values of droops of the controllers have been analysed using
singular value decomposition (SVD).
Ref. [27] uses an adaptive method for calculating this droop. After each
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contingency, converters work at new operating points. The aim is that, converters
with more headroom available for the power, should participate more in the DC
voltage control.
Ref. [28] implements a variable droop method. In the proposed method, the
droop is changed according to the injected power of the converter to minimize the
loss in the DC grid. On the other hand, this change in the injected active power of
the converters may be considered as a disturbance from the AC grid point of view.
This can have an impact on the AC grid stability. This issue is studied in [29].
In AC grids frequency can be considered as the global signal, but MTDC system
suffers from lack of a global signal. As a result, any local control methodology
which aims to control the DC voltage in a distributed manner, cannot be precise.
To solve this problem, [30,31] propose the pilot voltage concept, in which converters
use communication to establish a common DC voltage signal across the DC grid,
and mimic the frequency in AC grids.
A VSC-MTDC system can control the frequency in the connected AC grids.
If frequency drops in an AC grid, the VSC-MTDC system can inject more active
power to (or extract less active power from) the AC grid. This reflects on the DC
voltage, and since in VDM different terminals participate in DC voltage control,
other AC grids will be affected by this change. This issue is discussed in [32].
Ref. [33, 34] studied the power flow when VDM is applied to the VSC-MTDC
system. The different power sharing in converters using VDM is discussed in [35].
The stability of a VSC-MTDC system in general and also in the presence of
offshore wind farms is discussed in [9, 33, 36].
Sliding mode control
Sliding mode control (SMC) is a variable structure control, which is originally
used for systems whose dynamics can be modelled with ordinary differential
equations. SMC has some features like insensitivity to parameter variations,
external disturbance rejection and fast dynamic response [37, 38]. In this method,
the idea is to define a surface along which the tracking error is zero. The controller
forces the system to slide along this surface. One of the common problems of SMC
is chattering around this sliding surface.
SMC is used for power oscillation damping in [39]. In [40] SMC is applied
to a two-terminal HVDC system. In [41], the SMC is applied to a point to point
HVDC system and the genetic algorithm is used to optimize the performance of the
controllers. In [42], an observer-based SMC is applied to a point to point HVDC
system in which DC cables are modeled with their resistances. In Chapter 2, a
control method based on SMC for MTDC systems is presented.
Multi-agent system
Multi-agent system (MAS) is an application of distributed intelligence, which
brings intelligence on a component level [43]. An agent is a software entity,
which is situated within an environment and can act autonomously in response
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to environment changes [44, 45]. A multi-agent system is a system comprising two
or more agents. It should be noted that there is no global goal in the multi-agent
system. Each agent has its own goal and changes its behavior dynamically to
achieve its own goal. Agents may or may not communicate with each other.
MAS is used for different aims in the literature. Ref. [44, 46] reviewed some
applications of MAS to power systems. Some authors [43,47–49] studied the power
system restoration using MAS. Secondary control of AC power system in presence
of FACTS devices is another application of MAS, which is studied in [50, 51].
In this section, the proposed MAS control methods use both local and remote
information to control the DC voltage and make the DC voltage deviation of the DC
buses equal. MAS can use different strategies like incremental strategy, consensus
strategy and diffusion strategy. The consensus strategy is used in this thesis.

1.7

Secondary control

While the primary control responds immediately when a disturbance occurs,
secondary control is automatically activated to relieve primary control so that it can
resume its function of balancing the system. Secondary control normally includes
balancing services deployed in a slower time frame to restore the system to a credible
operating point following a disturbance. Secondary controls can change set-points
of the primary controllers. In this thesis an optimal control method is presented as
a secondary control for the MTDC system.

1.7.1

Optimal control of the MTDC system

Referring to analogy presented in Figure 1.7, each avatar has a limited power and
its own concerns. We cannot expect all of them to be infinitely strong. One of
them might already have enough burden on its shoulders and cannot provide more
power. On the other hand, one of them might be able to provide more power but
it can cost more. Optimal control, proposes a solution: it determines how much
each of these persons should participate in order to reach a specific goal considering
their own constrains and costs.
In our study, this can be translated to what optimal power flow (OPF) does.
The problem can be considered as an optimization with constraints. It can provide
the primary controllers (like VDM) with optimized set-points to minimize a specific
objective function. The objective function can be minimization of loss, price paid
for energy etc. OPF can consider only MTDC grid or combination of an MTDC
system and connected AC grids. A significant work has been done in the literature
on OPF. Some researches [7, 52–54] focus mainly on the DC grid, in some other
studies AC-DC OPF is of interest [55].
The control strategy proposed in this thesis is a hierarchical optimal control
(OPC). The lower layer is a local controller (primary controller) which responds
immediately to any disturbance in the system and keeps the system operational.
The upper level is responsible for solving an OPF problem and calculating new
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set-points for optimal operation of the system. These two layers communicate with
each other at specific time intervals (see Figure 1.9).

Optimization Layer:
Calculating new setpoints

Optimal Control

Local control:
Immediate response to distrubances and contingencies

t1

t2

t3

Time

Figure 1.9: Hierarchical optimal control presented in this thesis.

Since wind has an intermittent nature, it may be helpful to recalculate the OPF
in specific intervals. Therefore, the system can always track the variations of the
wind and maximize the harvested energy from the wind.
OPC can be carried on in a centralized or distributed manner [56, 57]. In
a centralized approach, all agents communicate with a central agent, while in
distributed approach there is no central agent and agents communicate with their
neighbors (see Figure 1.10). Distributed optimization offers many advantages in
terms of communications and computations, and it does not suffer from reliability
issues related to the single point of failure of the centralized systems [58].
In this thesis we propose an OPC, based on both centralized and distributed
optimization approaches and multi-agent systems. The overall objective of the
controller strategy is, in the case of a deviation of wind power from forecasted
value or after a contingency in the MTDC system, to control the DC voltage while
minimizing the losses in the DC grid and converters. Furthermore, it aims to
minimize the deviations of the power exchange of AC grids with the MTDC system
from their scheduled values. The system uses the centralized optimization approach,
but in case the central agent stops working, the system switches to a distributed
approach.

1.8

Investment planning

The final part of this thesis is the planning part. Although it is presented as the
third part of the thesis, in reality this is the first phase of a project.

1.8. Investment planning

Agent 1
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Agent 1

Agent 2
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Agent 4

Central Agent
Agent 3
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Figure 1.10: Communication in two approaches of optimization using MAS (a)
centralized (b) distributed.

1.8.1

Optimal topology of the MTDC system

One of the important issues in designing MTDC systems is the preferred topology
of the DC grid. The cost of the power equipments are the most important part in
the topology design. On the other hand, many factors affect the operation of the
system, one of them is wind spillage. Considering the intermittent nature of the
wind, the system should be designed such that it can fully reap energy generated by
wind farms to the on-shore grid(s). On the other hand, reliability measures must be
considered in the design of the grid. If an offshore cable goes out of service, it may
take some months to be repaired and during this time another path to the shore
should probably be available. Otherwise the whole cheap energy harvested from
wind farms must be curtailed. However, this needs high-reliability design which
requires considerable investment.
Another important issue which needs attention is the capability of the MTDC
system to enrich the AC system. The MTDC grids have the capability to mitigate
bottlenecks in their connected AC grids. In some cases, one AC grid can be
considered as a transmission path for energy to another AC grid and need to be
reinforced. Therefore, the effect of MTDC systems on the expansion planning of
connected AC grids should be investigated.
Dimensioning the HVDC cables directly affects the capability of power transfer
from offshore wind farms to the onshore grids. The larger the dimension, the
higher power transfer capacity to the onshore grids, but it will be more expensive.
To demonstrate this problem, we need to have a model for the wind. Wind farms
can be located close to each other as well as being located far from each other
geographically. There are two main approaches to model the energy extracted from
the wind farms: probabilistic modeling [59] and time series modeling [60–62]. In
this thesis we have chosen the latter approach. Assuming that the time series model
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Active Power

of wind power is used, the active powers of wind farms are assumed constant during
each hour of operation and if we have the maximum transfer capacity of P1r MW,
we need to curtail the energy shown as shaded area (See Figure 1.11).

P1r

PW 1

t
1

t
2

t
3

t
4

t Time (m)
5

Figure 1.11: Power generated from wind farm and the maximum power rating of cable
connecting this wind farm to MTDC system.

Valuable efforts have been done in the literature to study this problem.
Reference [63] has compared DC and AC connection of offshore wind farms from
investment point of view. Also in [64] a study has been performed on various MTDC
topologies and they have been compared according to the number and capacity of
HVDC circuits, the number of HVDC circuit breakers, maximum power loss and
investment cost. A thorough feasibility study of an MTDC system in the UK can be
found in [65]. In [66], a hybrid AC-DC transmission planning methodology has been
proposed to supply load forecasts and minimizing the investment costs. However,
the stochastic nature of wind and offshore platforms in an MTDC system has not
been studied in this paper.
References [67–70] present a linearized approximation for transmission system
planning. Recently, conic approaches for AC system planning have been presented
in [71]. An optimal design for an MTDC system connecting to offshore wind farms
is proposed in [72]. However, the connection to the AC system and optimal power
flow are not considered.
In Chapter 4, an AC-DC expansion planning is presented which considers an
MTDC system with AC girds connected to it. The aim is to maximize the transfer
of power extracted from offshore wind farms to the AC grids and minimizes the
investment cost. The conic approach is used for this study.

1.9. Scope and aim of the project

1.9
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Scope and aim of the project

As mentioned before, one of the important challenges in MTDC systems is to
control the DC voltage and to keep secure operation of the VSC-MTDC system
in normal conditions and after each contingency in the system. Without having
DC voltages within an acceptable range, the MTDC system cannot be operational.
Another challenge is to find the optimal injected active powers of converters before
and after a contingency. Many factors should be taken into consideration when
studying the optimal operation of the system. Maximum power capability of
converters, overloading of AC lines and DC cables, stability of AC grids, economic
issues and scheduled power, etc. The next question we address in this thesis is how
the topology of MTDC system affects the power transfer from offshore wind farms
to the onshore grids.
These challenges being said, the aims of this thesis are: (1) to develop new
control methods for controlling the DC voltage in a VSC-MTDC system. (2) to
find an optimal control strategy for the MTDC system connected to offshore wind
farms and to bring the system to an optimized operating point and finally (3)
to find the optimal topology for the MTDC system and any possible expansion
transmission planning for the connected AC grids. To fulfill these aims, this thesis
is divided into three parts: In part (1), first the MTDC system is modeled. Next,
the control methods proposed in the literature for controlling the DC voltage are
presented and their advantages and disadvantages are described. Afterwards, two
primary control strategy based on SMC and MAS will be presented for primary
control of the MTDC system.
In part (2) of this thesis, optimal control problem is solved in both centralized
and distributed manner using the multi-agent system and finally part (3) deals with
the optimal topology problem. The problem can be considered more generally as
an AC-DC expansion planning and is formulated as a mixed integer second-order
cone programming (MISOCP) problem.

1.10

Contributions

This thesis addresses different aspects of the control of a VSC-MTDC system. In
this regard, the following contributions are listed:
• The future MTDC systems may be geographically wide with long distances
between the converters. Therefore, a distributed and intelligent control
methodology may be needed to operate such systems. This thesis aims to
propose DC voltage control algorithms based on MAS. These methods may
rely on either local information or a combination of local and remote data.
The first proposed control method has a smaller steady-state error comparing
to VDM. This method is presented in Chapter 2 .
• A sliding-mode control for VSC-MTDC system is also proposed in this
thesis. This method is robust, fast, less sensitive to parameter variations
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and disturbances. It works based on the combination of local and remote
information. However, it will be shown that it has a good performance even
with large delays. It will be shown that sliding mode control can control the
system in a wider range of short circuit ratios (SCR) compared to ordinary
VDM and VMM methods. This method is presented in Chapter 2.
• An optimal control method is developed and presented in Chapter 3. This
method controls the DC voltage while minimizing the loss in the MTDC
system. It follows the variations of the wind and optimizes the system at
small intervals. The system can switch between a centralized and a distributed
mode. The method is a probabilistic dual coordinate ascent method, which
reduces the communications between converters.
• The optimal topology of the MTDC system is investigated. A methodology is
proposed in Chapter 4 to solve this problems for any AC-DC grid. The goal
is to maximize the power transfer from offshore wind farms to the onshore
grids, and meanwhile minimize the investment cost. Reliability issues has also
been addressed in this part. The problem is formulated as a MISOCP. If the
AC-DC grid is large, the computational time of solving the problem will be
increased dramatically. Therefore, instead of branch and bound approach, we
solve the problem using parallel Benders decomposition algorithm (P-BDA) .

1.10.1

List of publications

• C1 Mohammad Nazari and Mehrdad Ghandhari, "Application of multi-agent
control to multi-terminal HVDC systems", IEEE EPEC conference (Canada),
2013. Mohammad Nazari carried out the work and wrote the paper under
supervision of Mehrdad Ghandhari.
• C2 Martin Andreasson, Mohammad Nazari, Dimos Dimarogonas, Henrik
Sandberg, Karl H.Johansson and Mehrdad Ghandhari, "Distributed voltage
and current control of VSC multi-terminal high voltage direct current
transmission systems", Accepted in IFAC 2014 conference. This paper was a
result of a collaboration between electric power system and automatic control
departments. Mohamamd Nazari and Martin Andreasson carried out the
work and wrote the paper under supervision of the other authors.
• C3 Mohammad Nazari, Mehrdad Ghandhari, "H∞ control of multi-terminal
HVDC systems", CIGRE AORC conference, 2014. Mohammad Nazari carried
out the work and wrote the paper under supervision of Mehrdad Ghandhari.
• C4 Davood Babazadeh, Mohammad Nazari, Muhammad Hassan Fidai, Moustafa
Chenine, Mehrdad Ghandhari, Lars Nordström, "Implementation of
agent-based power flow coordination in AC/DC grids using co-simulation
platform", Smartgridcomm conference, Venice, Nov 2014. Mohamamd Nazari
and Davood Babazadeh carried out the work.
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• C5 Mohammad Nazari, Mohamadreza Baradar, Mohammad Reza Hesamzadeh,
Mehrdad Ghandhari, "Online control of multi-terminal HVDC systems
connected to offshore wind farms using the OPF-based multi-agent approach",
Powertech conference, Eindhoven, July 2015. Mohamamd Nazari carried out
the work and wrote the paper in collaboration with Mohamadreza Baradar
and under supervision of the other authors.
• J1 Mohammad Nazari, Mehrdad Ghandhari, Reza Iravani, "Sliding-mode control
of multi-terminal HVDC transmission system", submitted to Electric Power
System Research. Mohamamd Nazari carried out the work under supervision
of Mehrdad Ghandhari and Reza Iravani as a collaboration with the
University of Toronto.
• J2 Mohammad Nazari, Hamidreza Feyzmahdavian, Bertil Berggren, Mehrdad
Ghandhari, "Optimal control of multi-terminal HVDC systems connected to
offshore wind farms", submitted to Sustainable Energy, Grids and Networks.
This paper was a result of a collaboration between electric power and
energy systems and automatic control departments. Mohamamd Nazari
carried out the work and wrote the paper in collaboration with Hamidreza
Feyzmahdavian and under supervision of the other authors.
• J3 Mohammad Nazari, Mohammad Reza Hesamzadeh, Bertil Berggren,
Mehrdad Ghandhari, "AC-DC transmission expansion planning for optimal
connection of offshore wind farms", to be submitted to Journal of Applied
Energy. Mohamamd Nazari carried out the work and wrote the paper under
supervision of the other authors.

1.11

Thesis outline

The outline of this thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 2 discusses the primary control of MTDC systems.
• At the beginning, this chapter gives the technical background related to
modeling of VSC-MTDC systems.
• Then, the main methods of DC voltage control proposed in the literature
are reviewed. Voltage margin method (VMM) and voltage droop
method (VDM) are described and advantages and disadvantages of
these methods are discussed. Then, DC voltage control strategies are
addressed. These strategies are usually applied to VDM and define how
different terminals should participate in DC voltage control.
• Next, sliding mode control (SMC) will be presented briefly as a
robust non-linear control method. Then a SMC-based controller will
be presented for controlling the VSC-MTDC system. The SMC is
applied both on VDM and VMM, which we then call SMC-VDM and
SMC-VMM, respectively.
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• In the next section of this chapter, the multi-agent concept is introduced.
Three controllers based on this concept are proposed and capabilities
of each controller is discussed. All of these controllers work based on
multi-agent system (MAS) theory. These controllers work using local
and remote information, but they do not rely only on remote information.
The delay of communication is also considered in the analyses.
• Chapter 3 describes the secondary control of an MTDC system. In this
chapter, after an introduction on distributed optimization concept, the
optimal control is presented and formulated. An algorithm is presented to
solve this problem in a distributed manner and it is compared to a centralized
approach. Then, the case study is introduced and the validity of the control
method is verified.
• Chapter 4, the formulation of the optimal expansion planning problem
as a second-order cone programming is discussed. Then, the planning
problem is introduced and is formulated as a mixed-integer second-order cone
programming followed by the case studies.
• Chapter 5 concludes and the future research areas are described.

Chapter 2

Primary Control of an MTDC System
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter we discuss the primary control of an MTDC system, which is the
first control responding to disturbances and changes in the operating point in the
system. Different control strategies have been proposed for primary control in the
literature. Voltage margin method (VMM) and voltage droop method (VDM) are
the two most well-known methods. These methods do not need any communication
between terminals. However, as mentioned in Section 1.8, each of these methods
has some disadvantages. In this section, we first explain VMM and VDM. Then,
control strategies based on multi-agent systems (MAS) and sliding mode control
(SMC) are proposed to enhance the VMM and VDM. The MAS methods require
communication between terminals to achieve their goals, however, they can still
work without communication.

2.2

Modeling framework

We presented a model for multi-level VSC in Figure 1.3. In that model the
reactances were in the arms of the converter and DC capacitors were in the
H-bridges. Using the equivalent reactance and capacitance of the multi-level VSC,
the model which is shown in Figure 2.1 is derived for an n-terminal MTDC system.
Terminals can be connected to ac grids or offshore wind farms. The topology of
the MTDC system is chosen to be symmetric monopole.
Referring to Figure 2.1, V̄ac,i and Vdc,i are the voltages of the ac and DC buses
of the converter i, respectively and Pdc,i represents the injected active power from
converter i to the MTDC system. A positive Pdc,i means active power is injected
into the MTDC system. Idc,i represents the current flowing from the converter i
to the DC grid, Xi represents the equivalent reactance of the multi-level converter
and Xt,i represents the reactance of the transformer connecting converter i to the
point of common coupling (P CCi ). Ppcc,i and Pac,i represent the injected active
power from ac grid at P CCi and to the converter i, respectively and Pw,i is the
injected active power from wind farm i.
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Figure 2.1: An n-terminal MTDC system. Terminals can be connected to ac grids or
offshore wind farms.
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Figure 2.2: π model of a DC cable connecting two buses i and j.

The DC cables are modeled with their π models, as shown in Figure 2.2. In this
figure, Cij is the capacitance of the DC cable connecting buses i and j, Lij is the
inductance of the cable and Rij represents its resistance. At bus i, the capacitances
of DC cables can be merged into the equivalent capacitance of the multilevel
converter (Cconv,i ), resulting in aggregated capacitance Cdc,i . Iij represents the
current following from bus i to bus j through the DC cable.
Now that we have established a model to be used in this section, we can explain
the control strategies.

2.3

Voltage margin method

In VMM one converter is responsible to maintain the DC voltage of the MTDC
system on a desired level, while other converters operate at constant power mode
(CPM) [22]. If the converter on DC voltage control mode (VCM) is no longer able
to supply or extract the required power to control the DC voltage, the DC voltage
changes. This can be due to disconnection of slack converter or hitting its active
power limits. When the voltage reaches reference value of an another converter,
then the corresponding converter will operate as slack converter [23].

2.3. Voltage margin method
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In order to explain the behavior of the controller in this control method we
show the characteristics of VMM for a two-terminal HVDC system in Figure 2.3.
A margin must be considered between two control voltage levels [22]. If the
voltage margin is not large enough, it is possible that, in transients, more than
one converter participate in the DC voltage control and this causes an interaction
between converters [23]. In this figure, the operating point is marked with a red
point. As can be seen, converter 2 is operating in VCM and keeps the DC voltage
ref
at its reference value (Vdc,2
) and terminal 1 is operating in CPM. Recalling that,
in this thesis, a positive injected power represents the power injected to the MTDC
system, it can be concluded that converter 1 is operating as inverter and converter
2 is operating as rectifier. Therefore, the flow of the power is from DC bus 2 to
DC bus 1. Two methods are proposed in the literature to change the direction
Terminal 2

Vdc
current operating
point

Voltage Control
Mode

Terminal 1

voltage margin
Constant Power
Mode

Inverter

Pinjmin

Rectifier

Pinjmax

Pinj

Figure 2.3: VMM control strategy characteristics.

of power flow. In the first method, the reference power of converter 1 is changed
(Figure 2.4(a)), and in the second method, the reference voltage of converter 2 is
changed, which is shown in Figure 2.4(b). In the latter, both characteristics cross
the vertical axis. As a result, if one converter stops working, the other one can
work at Pinj = 0. In other words it can supply the reactive power, i.e. working as
a static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) [23].
As it can be seen in Figure 2.3, if converter 1 reaches its limits or stops operating,
converter 2 is responsible for control of DC voltage. However, if converter 1 reaches
its limit and converter 2 cannot control the DC voltage, the DC voltage will be
out of control [73]. Considering the delays in communication [74], some authors
proposed a VMM controller with two stages [22,73], whose Vdc − Pinj characteristic
is shown in Figure 2.5.
In this strategy, there are two constant voltage levels. Each of these levels has
a maximum and minimum allowable injected power. If the injected power of the
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Terminal 2

Terminal 1
Terminal 1

Pinj

Pinj

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Direction change of power flow: (a) by changing reference power of terminal
1, (b) by changing reference voltage of terminal 2.
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Figure 2.5: VMM applied to a two-terminal HVDC system. Converter 1 has a two-stage
VMM controller, while converter 2 has ordinary VMM controller.

converter reaches these values, it switches to CPM. If the voltage changes again
and reaches to one of these constant voltage levels, it switches again to the VCM.
The two-stage characteristic has two other advantages. First, the active power in
all terminals can be set by changing Pref . Second, it would be possible to assign
a certain amount of importance to each terminal; for example, if one converter is
connected to a very strong AC grid which can produce as much active power as
needed, then Pmin and Pmax can be chosen far from each other. Therefore, this
converter can operate as the slack in the system [23].
Since VSCs can operate both as rectifier and inverter, [73] suggests that another
stage, can also be added to the converter control characteristics. In this thesis,
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ordinary (single-level) VMM is considered.
Three common reference frames can be used for writing the system equations:
abc, αβ and dq reference frames. If we use αβ reference frame, we can decouple
active and reactive powers and control them instantaneously, but the control
variables will be sinusoidal functions of time. In contrast, dq can control active
and reactive power instantaneously and in a decoupled manner and the control
variables will be DC quantities in steady-state [75]. In this study dq reference
frame is used for system modeling.
Figure 2.6 shows the block diagram of VMM controller of converter i. The
converter has 2 degrees of freedom, one in d-axis and one in q-axis. In d-axis it
can control Pdc,i or Vdc,i and in q-axis it can control Qinj,i or Vac,i . Note that in
this section we assume Pdc,i = Pinj,i and Qinj,i is the injected reactive power to
converter i. VMM control applies to d-axis control.

V pcc ,d ,i

I dmax
,i

Vdc ,i

Vdcref,i

PI

_

Qinj ,i

Q
V

PI

_

I dmin
,i

ref
inj ,i
ref
ac,i

G ff

Id ,i

I dref,i

_

lZ

I q ,i

lZ
_

PI
_

Vac ,d ,i

I d ,i

I qref,i

PI

Iq ,i

Vac ,i
Outer Loop

Inner loop

PI

Vac ,q ,i

G ff
V pcc ,q ,i

Figure 2.6: VMM controller for terminal i when the AC/DC model is used.

2.4

Voltage droop method

Another proposed method in the literature is voltage droop method (VDM)
[23, 76, 77]. If more than one converter are supposed to participate in the DC
voltage control simultaneously, VDM is a reliable method, which does not need
any communication between converters [13, 78, 79]. In this method some or all
converters change their injected active powers according to pre-defined Vdc − Pinj
droops [23]. Figure 2.7 shows this characteristic. As can be seen, converters 1 and
2 are operating at OP 1 and OP 2, respectively. It must be noted that in this figure,
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for convenience, it is supposed that the voltages of DC buses are equal. However,
this is not the case in reality.
It must be stated that, some authors [24,34,80] use Vdc − Pinj characteristic for
voltage droop control, whereas others [18, 26, 79] studied Vdc − Iinj characteristic.
Vdc

Terminal 2

Terminal 1

OP2

OP1

Pinj ,2 Pinj ,1

Pinvmax,1

max
Pinj
Prec
,1

Figure 2.7: VDM control strategy characteristics for a two-terminal HVDC system.

In order to implement this characteristic, the following block diagram can be
implemented in each converter:

V pcc ,d ,i

Vdc ,i

Vdcref,i

_

Ki

Pinjref,i
Pinj ,i

I
PI

_

Qinj ,i
ref
inj ,i
ref
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Q
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_
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ref
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PI

_

Vac ,d ,i

I d ,i
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I q ,i
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_

PI

I qref,i

_ PI

Iq ,i

Vac ,i
Outer Loop

Inner loop

PI

Vac ,q ,i
G ff

V pcc ,q ,i

Figure 2.8: VDM controller for converter i when the AC/DC model is used.

As can be seen, in d-axis an active power - DC voltage characteristic is
implemented , while in q-axis the converter can control either injected reactive
power or AC voltage.
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The steady-state equation of the controller for converter i, without loss of
generality, can be written as:
ref
ref
Ki (Vdc,i
− Vdc,i ) + (Pinj,i − Pinj,i
)=0

(2.1)

DC voltage droop control has some disadvantages. Considering the type of the
system, application of VDM leads to steady-state voltage deviation. The controller
adjusts power according to this voltage deviation. Considering that the voltage
deviation is not equal in all DC buses (especially when buses are located very
far from each other and as a result the DC resistance is large), the power is not
shared proportional to the droops of converters. Moreover, if the network topology
changes, the droop characteristic is not valid anymore [73].

2.5
2.5.1

Sliding mode control of an MTDC
Introduction

In the previous sections we explained VMM and VDM methodologies. One of
the problems of these methodologies is that they use proportional-integral (PI)
controllers, which are linear controllers and dependent on the grid parameters.
Intermittent nature of the wind, makes it inevitable for the HVDC grid converters
to operate in different operating points, if the maximum power extraction from the
wind is the aim. Also, short circuit ratio (SCR) value of the connected AC grids
can change because of the disconnection of a line, etc. Moreover, disconnection of
a converter or a DC line can lead to topology change in the power system. As a
result, a control method which is robust to change in model parameters, system
topology and operating point is required.
The HVDC system presented in this section is a non-linear system. Furthermore,
it is supposed that each terminal uses local information and estimated values of
parameters of other terminals. Therefore a non-linear controller, like sliding mode
control (SMC), which is not sensitive to model uncertainty can be an attractive
option [81]. Among the other advantages of SMC are external disturbance rejection
and fast dynamic response. SMC is applied to a two-terminal HVDC system in [40].
In this thesis, we apply SMC control method to VMM and VDM respectively and
we propose SMC-VMM and SMC-VDM for HVDC grid.

2.5.2

Control method

A look into the problem
As described in Sections 4.4.2 and 2.4, controller of the converter consists of linear
(P and PI) controls. In this study, we propose a sliding mode control system to
replace the traditional control system. The system will be applied to both VMM
and VDM methods. The block diagram of the proposed SMC methods are shown
in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 , respectively.
As can be seen the SMC block is a black box. In the following sections we
describe what is inside this box.
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Figure 2.9: Block diagram of the SMC-VMM controller.
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Figure 2.10: Block diagram of the SMC-VDM controller.

Sliding mode control
Sliding mode control (SMC) is a variable structure control, which is originally used
for systems whose dynamics can be modelled with ordinary differential equations
[81]. SMC has some features like insensitivity to parameter variations, external
disturbance rejection and fast dynamic response. Considering the fast dynamics of
the MTDC system, SMC can be a good option for controlling the MTDC system.
Moreover, if the value of each of the parameters in the system changes (due to
uncertainty or any other reason), SMC still has a good performance. Two main
approaches for SMC are proposed in the literature: basic SMC and integral SMC.
In this study we use integral SMC.
Suppose that we have a non-linear system, which we can describe as
ẋ = f(x) + bu
y = h(x)

(2.2a)
(2.2b)
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where x, u and y are state variable, control input and output vectors of the system.
Our objective is to make the output track the reference values, but sometimes there
is no direct relationship between output and input. In this case, if we differentiate
the output n times until the input appears in the equation, there would be an
explicit relationship between input and output, which can be written as
h(n) = F(x) + Bu

(2.3)

where h(n) is the n-th derivative of output vector, n is called the relative degree
of h, F is all remaining part of the equation excluding the terms related to input
variables. F can be a linear or non-linear function of state variables. If we chose
the control input, u, such that it cancels out with the nonlinearities of the system
equations, the strategy
is called input-output linearization.
Rt
0
Suppose that 0 x̃(t )dt0 is the tracking error of variable x and x
e = x − xref .
Consider a time-varying surface S(x, t):

S(x, t) =(

d
+ λ)n−1
dt

Z

t

x̃(t0 )dt0


(2.4)

0

where λ is a strictly positive constant and n is the relative degree of the variable
x. We aim to have a zero tracking error, i.e. x
e = 0. Based on (2.4), having zero
tracking error is equivalent to remaining on the surface S = 0. Therefore, the
tracking problem will be replaced by a stabilization problem [37].
Generally, if the system trajectory satisfies a generalized Lyapunov stability
requirement to the surface S = 0, there exists a sliding mode on the manifold
S = 0. Based on Lyapunov stability requirement, the sliding mode exists if u is
chosen such that
1 d 2
S ≤ −η|S|
2 dt

(2.5)

where η is a strictly positive constant. Equation (2.5) implies that the distance
to the sliding surface S = 0 should decrease along the system trajectories. This
guarantees the approach and remaining on the sliding surface. In Figure 2.11, the
phase portrait of a system, controlled by SMC, has been depicted. The aim is
to stabilize the origin. SMC does this in two phases: reaching phase and sliding
phase. In the reaching phase the state trajectory reaches the sliding surface in less
than s(t = 0)/η seconds and in the sliding phase slides along the surface toward
xref exponentially with a time constant equal to 1/λ [37]. As can be seen it is not
dependent to the dynamic of the system.
If the dynamics of the system is known, an equivalent control term (ueq ) is
chosen so that the system remains on the sliding surface and reach to the point
where (Ṡ = 0), since it is now a stabilization problem. If the dynamics is not
exactly known, the best estimation of the dynamics is used and the equivalent term
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S =0

x2

Reaching Phase

x1
Sliding Phase

Figure 2.11: Phase portrait of a two-state system under SMC. TH The reaching phase
is shown in green while the sliding phase is shown with red. The blue surface is the sliding
surface.

(ûeq ) is calculated:
u = ûeq .

(2.6)

But this equation cannot satisfy (2.5). In order to satisfy it, we need to modify u.
To do that, u must satisfy the equation below:
(
u+ if S(x) > 0
u=
(2.7)
u− if S(x) < 0
where u+ < ûeq and u− > ûeq . This implies that the input make the x remain
on the sliding surface. To implement (2.7), a switching function usw = k sgn(S)
must be added to the u, where k is a positive scalar and sgn(.) is the sign function.
Therefore:
u = ûeq − usw .

(2.8)

To elaborate more on this issue, consider the following example. Suppose that
we have the following system:
h(n) = F(x) + Bu

(2.9)

where h is the output vector of the system and F(x) is all system equation excluding
input variables. Assuming that B 6= 0, it can be seen that the system has the
relative degree of n . Next, we choose the equivalent control so that Ṡ = 0. It
must be noted that the definition of relative degree, which was presented was the
definition which is widely used in literature. However, it is for Rthe case where
t
tracking error is defined as x̃. But in this study we are considering 0 x̃(t0 )dt as the
tracking error. As a result, we propose another definition for the relative degree in
this section, and we use this definition in this thesis:
Definition 2.5.1. Relative Degree: The relative degree is the number of times we
differentiate the output until the inputs appear in it plus one.
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Now suppose that based on original definition, we had a relative degree equal
to 1. Based on the new definition 2.5.1, we need to assume the relative degree is 2
(n = 2), so:
S=(

d
+ λ)
dt

Z

t

h̃(t0 )dt = h̃ + λ

0

Z

t

h̃(t0 )dt.

(2.10)

0

Since we are interested in Ṡ = 0, we can write:
Ṡ = h̃˙ + λh̃ = 0.

(2.11)

Considering (2.9) and h̃ = href − h, we have:
− ḣ + ḣref + λh̃ = 0

(2.12a)

− (F + Bueq ) + ḣref + λh̃ = 0.

(2.12b)

As a result, the equivalent control can be calculated as
ûeq = B −1 (−F + ḣref − λh̃).

(2.13)

If n = 3, using the same approach we can write:
ûeq = B −1 (−F − 2λh̃˙ − λ2 h̃ + ḧref ).

2.5.3

(2.14)

Study system and model

Consider the models presented in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The dynamics of the system
in dq coordinates can be presented by the following equations [75]:
Ud,i
Vd,i
−ri Id,i
+ ωi Iq,i +
−
I˙d,i =
li
li
li
−r
I
U
V
i q,i
q,i
q,i
I˙q,i =
− ωi Id,i +
−
li
li
li
P
Pinj,i
j∈Ni Iij
V̇dc,i =
−
Vdc,i Cdc,i
Cdc,i
1
I˙ij =
(Vdc,i − Vdc,j − Rij Iij )
Lij

(2.15a)
(2.15b)
(2.15c)
(2.15d)

Cdc,i is the aggregated capacitance of the DC cables connected to the converter i
and the DC capacitor of the terminal i, Id,i and Iq,i are d and q components of the
current flowing from the AC grid to the converter i and Ud,i , Uq,i , Vd,i and Vq,i are
the d and q components of the voltages of point of common coupling (PCC) and
AC terminal i, respectively. In this study, we consider Ud,i and Uq,i as constants
and Ni is the set of all cables connected to bus i and Rij represents the resistance
of the cable between the DC buses i and j.
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The active power exchange at PCC is expressed by
Ps,i =Ud,i Id,i + Uq,i Iq,i

(2.16)

and the power received by the converter is
2
2
Pconv,i = Ud,i Id,i + Uq,i Iq,i − ri (Id,i
+ Iq,i
).

(2.17)

Since the converter is considered to be lossless, we have
Pinj,i = Pconv,i

(2.18)

while the reactive power exchange at PCC can be expressed as
Qs,i = Uq,i Id,i − Ud,i Iq,i .

(2.19)

If the PLL is tuned such that Uq,i = 0, these equations can be written as
Ps,i = Ud,i Id,i
Qs,i = −Ud,i Iq,i .

(2.20a)
(2.20b)

The dynamics of terminal i of the MTDC system can be written in the general
form
ẋi = fi (xi ) + bi ui
yi = hi (xi )

(2.21a)
(2.21b)

h
iT
where for the terminal i, xi = Id,i Iq,i Vdc,i Iij
for ∀j ∈ Ni is the state
h
iT
vector, ui = Vd,i Vq,i
is the control input vector, yi is the vector of system
outputs and fi and hi are smooth vector fields [37]. This system can be considered
as a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system:

fi (xi )

−ri Id,i
li
−ri Iq,i
li

 

U
+ ωi Iq,i + ld,i
f1,i
i
 

U
  f2,i 

+ ωi Id,i + lq,i

i
=
P
= 
, ∀j ∈ Ni
 f 
 Pinj,i − 1 (
I
)

ij
3,i
j∈Ni
Cdc,i

 Vdc,i Cdc,i
1
f4,ij
Lij (Vdc,i − Vdc,j − Rij Idc,ij )


"
− l1i
bi =
0

#
0
.
− l1i

(2.22)

In this equation, Vdc,j is remote information for converter i. In order to
implement SMC, we assume that we have assigned agents to each converter. Agents
are discussed in detail in Section 2.6. Each agent sends measured DC voltage of its
corresponding converter to its neighbor agents.
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Application to VMM
As described above, in VMM one terminal controls the DC voltage, while other
terminals control the injected active powers. Therefore, the output variable can
be DC voltage (or active power) and reactive power (or AC voltage). Considering
(2.20), if the aim is to control the DC voltage , we choose the output vector h1,i .
If the the active power is of interest, h2,i is chosen as output vector
"

h1,i

Vdc,i
=
Iq,i

#

"

, h2,i

#
Id,i
=
.
Iq,i

(2.23)

Considering (2.15a)-(2.15c) and (2.17), Vdc,i has relative degree 2, while Id,i and
Iq,i have relative degree 1. For slack terminal, which h1,i is considered as output
vector, the new output variables can be written as
"

# "
#
ḧ1,i (1, 1)
V̈dc,i
= ˙
= Fi (xi ) + Bi (xi )ui
ḣ1,i (2, 1)
Iq,i

(2.24)

where
"

F1,i
Fi (xi ) =
F2,i
" (U
Bi (xi ) =

#

d,i −2ri Id,i ) −1
Cdc,i Vdc,i ( li )
( −1
li )

(2.25a)
(Uq,i −2ri Iq,i ) −1
Cdc,i Vdc,i ( li )

#

0

(2.25b)

with
F1,i =

(Ud,i − 2ri Id,i )
(Uq,i − 2ri Iq,i )
f1,i +
f2,i −
Cdc,i Vdc,i
Cdc,i Vdc,i
Pinj,i
1 X
f4,ij
f3,i −
2
2
Cdc,i Vdc,i
Cdc,i

(2.26a)

j∈Ni

F2 =f2,i

(2.26b)

where f1,i , f2,i , f3,i and f4,i in the above equations are given in (2.22).
Consider now the second output vector h2,i . The dynamics of terminal i can be
written as
"
# " #
ḣ2,i (1, 1)
I˙d,i
= ˙
= Ei (xi ) + Di ui
(2.27)
ḣ2,i (2, 1)
Iq,i
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where
Ei (xi )

=

Di

=

" #
f2,i
, see (2.22)
f1,i
#
"
−1
0
li
−1 .
0
li

(2.28)

(2.29)

For slack terminal, according to (2.13) and (2.14), the equivalent control can be
written as
#
ref
V̈dc,i
− 2λi Ṽ˙ dc,i − λ2i Ṽdc,i
+
).
ref
I˙q,i
− ζi I˜q,i
"

1
ûheq,i

=

B−1
i (−F̂i

(2.30)

For other terminals, where the output vector is hi2 , we obtain the following
control input:
"
#
ref
I˙d,i
− ξi I˜d,i
h2
−1
ûeq,i = Di (−Êi + ˙ref
).
(2.31)
Iq,i − ζi I˜q,i
In the equations above we have used F̂i and Êi instead of Fi and Ei . The reason
is as follows. As seen in (2.22) each controller needs some remote information
from its neighbor controllers. As mentioned earlier we assume that there are
agents installed on each controller which pass on this information to other agents.
Each agent then pass on the received information to its corresponding controller.
Assuming there is a communication delay between agents and each agents receives
Vdc,j with delay, then Fi and Ei are not exactly known, but it has a bounded
imprecision. As a result we use the best estimation of these vector fields (indicated
by F̂i and Êi ) to calculate equivalent term and in addition, we write the equivalent
control terms given in (2.30) and (2.31) as ûeq,i . We show that since SMC is not
sensitive to uncertainties, it can perform well with obsolete information very well.
Therefore, even with a communication system which has a large delay, SMC still can
perform. Since we have considered the best estimation of the model, the controller
needs a switching (discontinuous) term as mentioned in (2.7) and (2.8). For h1,i ,
this term can be written as
"
1
uhsw,i

=

B−1
i

=

D−1
i

#
−k1,i sgn(S1,i )
−k3,i sgn(S3,i )

(2.32)

and for h2,i
"
2
uhsw,i

#
−k2,i sgn(S2,i )
−k3,i sgn(S3,i )

(2.33)
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where S1,i , S2,i and S3,i are sliding surfaces for variables Vdc,i , Id,i and Iq,i ,
respectively. We have:
S1,i
S2,i
S3,i

˙
= Ve dc,i + 2λi Vedc,i + λ2i
Z t
= Ied,i + ξi
Ied,i dt
0
Z t
= Ieq,i + ζi
Ieq,i dt

Z

t

Vedc,i dt

(2.34a)

0

(2.34b)
(2.34c)

0

where ξi and ζi are positive constants.
In order to have a more smooth control law, the tanh function can be used
instead of sign function. Therefore, the equations can be restated as
"
#
−1 −k1,i tanh(S1,i )
h1
usw,i = Bi
(2.35a)
−k3,i tanh(S3,i )
"
#
−1 −k2,i tanh(S2,i )
h2
.
(2.35b)
usw,i = Di
−k3,i tanh(S3,i )
Finally, according to (2.8), (2.24) and (2.27), the complete control input is
1
1
uhi 1 = ûheq,i
− uhsw,i
.

(2.36)

2
uhi 2 = ûeq,i − uhsw,i
.

(2.37)

Similarly, for h2,i we obtain

The block diagram of the SMC-VMM controller is shown in Figure 2.12.
Application to VDM
In VDM, converters control DC voltage and injected active power at the same time.
The block diagram of SMC-VDM control is shown in Figure 2.13. As can be seen
the outer control sends out the reference values for Id,i and Iq,i to the inner SMC
control. Therefore, the output vector can be written as:
" #
Id,i
hi =
(2.38)
Iq,i
which resembles h2,i in VMM. Calculation of the equivalent control and the
switching term and sliding surfaces results are identical to (2.31) and (2.33), (2.34b)
and (2.34c) respectively.
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Figure 2.12: Block diagram of inner block of the SMC-VMM controller.

2.5.4

Case study

Consider the four-terminal HVDC grid shown in Figure 2.14. The initial voltages
of DC buses and the initial injected active powers of converters are shown in Table
2.1. The parameters of the system are given in Appendix A (Table A.1). It is
supposed that the parameters of AC sides of all converters are the same.
In the VMM, it is supposed that converter 1 is the slack converter and controls
the DC voltage. Converters 2 and 3 are working in CPM, therefore they are
controlling Pinj,2 and Pinj,3 . Converter 4 connects a wind farm to the MTDC
system and harvests maximum power from the wind farm, therefore it operates in
CPM mode but it is supposed that this converter does not contribute to the DC
voltage control and follows the variations in the wind. In the VDM all converters,
but converter 4, participate in the DC voltage control. There are reactors installed
in series with the DC cables in order to limit the short circuit current. They can
be sized up to 300 mH, but since the size of these reactors affect the cost of the DC
line, we suppose that they are 50 mH [82].
To illustrate the working of the SMC-VMM and SMC-VDM controllers, the
behavior of the system is analyzed for three cases. The behavior of the system is
then compared to the behavior of the same system when the original VMM and
VDM controls (Figures 2.6 and 2.8) are applied, respectively. We assume that there
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Figure 2.13: Block diagram of inner block of the SMC-VDM controller.
21.2 MW

21.6 MW
500 km

AC Onshore
B1
AC Offshore

B2
50 km

50 km

B4

B3
DC Monopole
500 km
20 MW

20 MW

Figure 2.14: An MTDC system with four terminals.
Table 2.1: Initial condition (operating point) of the system.

0
Vdc,i
(kV)
0
Pinj,i (MW)

Converter 1
149.4
-21.2

Converter 2
150.7
21.6

Converter 3
149.1
-20

Converter 4
150.8
20
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is a delay equal to 700 ms between controllers, which is larger than the maximum
delay with current communication technologies.
Case 1: cable to ground fault in the middle of a DC cable
In this case we consider a cable to ground fault at the middle of cable B3-B4.
The fault occurs at t = 1 s. We have used a DC reactor to ease the design of DC
breaker. We assume the fault is cleared at t = 1.002 s by disconnecting the cable.
This leads to a change in the topology of the system, too. We study the system
response for VMM, VDM and SMC for grids with different SCR values, namely 5,
3 and 1. Figures 2.15-2.18 show the response of the system for all control methods.
As can be seen in Figures. 2.15 and 2.17, as the SCR value of the connected AC
grids reduce, the system response shows more oscillation, which was expected. But
on the other hand, SMC control has almost the same response for all different
SCRs, both in VMM and VDM (see Figures 2.16 and 2.18). This shows that SMC
is less sensitive to SCR values and can control the system over a wider range of
SCR values. Note that in VMM the controller of converter 1 is controlling Vdc,1
and the other converters are controlling their injected active powers. For the rest
154.0

DC voltage (kV)

SCR=1
SCR=3
SCR=5

149.4

140.0

0

1

6

Time (s)

Figure 2.15: Case 1: DC voltage of converter 1 for different SCR values in VMM.

of the case studies, we choose the SCR = 1 as the selected SCR value of connected
AC grids.
Case 2: cable to ground fault very close to a converter In this case
we consider another disturbance which is a cable to ground short circuit at cable
B1-B2 very close to the converter 1. The fault happens at t = 1 s and is cleared at
t = 1.002 s by disconnecting the cable. This leads to a change in the topology of the
system, too. We expect this fault causes more DC voltage deviation, considering
its location and selected SCR of the system. The response of the system using
different control strategies is depicted in Figures 2.19 and 2.20 .
As can be seen in these figures, both VMM and VDM show more oscillatory
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Figure 2.16: Case 1: DC voltage of converter 1 for different SCR values in SMC-VMM.
The response of the SMC for SCR = 5 after the disturbance is magnified and embedded in
the figure.
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Figure 2.17: Case 1: DC voltage of converter 2 for different SCR values in VDM.

responses compared to the responses with the same SCR in the previous case.
However, the response of SMC-VMM and SMC-VDM are very much similar to the
previous case. This shows that in addition to SCR, location of the fault also has
smaller effect on SMC methods compared to VMM and VDM.
Case 3: variations in the wind and disconnection of a converter
In this case we study robustness of the SMC controllers to change in the
topology and change in the operating point. To study the change in the topology,
disconnection of a converter which is extracting (or injecting) the highest power
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Figure 2.18: Case 1: DC voltage of converter 2 for different SCR values in SMC-VDM.
The response of the SMC for SCR = 5 after the disturbance is magnified and embedded in
the figure.
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Figure 2.19: Case 2: DC voltage of converter 1 for SCR = 1 in VMM and SMC-VMM.
The response of the SMC after the disturbance is magnified and embedded in the figure.

from (to) the HVDC grid is studied. We suppose that converter 2 is disconnected
at t = 5 s. To study the change in the operating point, we consider also the
variations of the wind in this case. We apply two step changes to the wind at t = 1
s and t = 11 s and we compare the performances of controllers. The step changes
in the wind power are both 10 MW increase in the injected wind power. Although
step changes in the wind power do not happen in reality, we consider this case to
impose the system to the most severe disturbance in the wind power.
As can be seen in Figures 2.21-2.22, SMC-VMM and SMC-VDM can track the
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Figure 2.20: Case 2: DC voltage of converter 2 for SCR = 1 in VDM and SMC-VDM.
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Figure 2.21: Case 3: DC voltage of converter 1 for SCR = 1 in VMM and SMC-VMM.
The response of the SMC after each disturbance is magnified and embedded in the figure.

variation in the wind very fast and with very small deviation in the DC voltage. On
the other hand, disconnection of a converter causes large oscillations in the VDM
and VMM-controlled system (considering low SCR value), but SMC controllers can
control the voltage very fast and with almost no oscillation.

2.6

Multi-agent control

In this section, we present the MAS control strategy. As mentioned in Chapter 2,
contrary to AC grids which have the frequency as a global signal, in MTDC systems
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Figure 2.22: Case 3: DC voltage of converter 2 for SCR = 1 in VDM and SMC-VDM.
The response of the SMC after each disturbance is magnified and embedded in the figure.

there is a lack of such signal. Therefore, when primary control methods like VDM
are used, the power mismatch is not divided between converters exactly according
to their droop constants. The aim of the MAS control strategy presented in this
section is:
• to share the power mismatch after disturbance according to the droop
constants.
• to return the voltage profile of the system as close as possible to
pre-disturbance profile.
Since MAS utilizes graph theory, in this section a very short introduction to graph
theory is given.

2.6.1

Mathematical background

Consider a graph G = {V, ε} consisting of a set of vertices (nodes) V = {1, ..., N }
and edges ε, as shown in Figure 2.23, where
(
aij =

1
0

if nodes i and j are adjacent
.
otherwise

(2.39)

If there is a link or edge between two nodes i and j , they are called adjacent
nodes i.e., ε = {(i, j) ∈ V × V : i, j adjacent}. A graph is called ’connected’ if there
is a path connecting each two nodes together. The distance between two nodes is
the shortest path with minimum number of edges that connects those nodes and is
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Figure 2.23: Information graph G.

shown by d(i, j). The degree matrix D with the elements of di is a diagonal matrix
whose elements are the cardinality of agent i neighbor set Ni = {j ∈ v : (i, j) ∈ ε}.
Figure 2.23 shows an information graph. As can be seen, N1 consists of nodes
2, 3 and 6. A tree is defined as a undirected graph in which any two nodes are
connected by only one simple path. A spanning three is a tree which consists of
all nodes of a graph. One of the most important matrices in graph theory, which
reflects significant characteristics of the graph is Laplacian matrix. The ij − th
element of the Laplacian matrix L is determined as

lij =

P
n


aik

j=i

−aij

j 6= i

k=1
 k6=i



.

(2.40)

Considering undirected graph as shown in Figure 2.23, the Laplacian matrix
is symmetric and positive semi-definite in which the sum of the elements in each
row is zero. Therefore, L has a zero eigenvalue, i.e. λ1 = 0. The second smallest
eigenvalue (λ2 ) is called connectivity of the graph. In a connected undirected graph
we have [83]:
0 = λ1 < λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λn .
Consider a graph, in which each node i has the following control law:
X
ui =
−aij (xi − xj )

(2.41)

(2.42)

j∈Ni

where ui is the control input and xi is state variable. We say nodes of the network
reach a consensus if and only if xi = xj = . . . = xn = x? . Then, the dynamic of
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the system can be written as
Lx(t).
ẋ(t) = −L

(2.43)

L are in left-hand plan
Since eigenvalues of L are positive, eigenvalues of −L
(LHP). Therefore the system is stable. One can show that the nodes of the
undirectional graph reaches consensus if and only of there is a spanning tree in
the graph [84].

2.6.2

Injection model

For this section of the thesis another converter model is used which is called injection
model. Figure 2.24 illustrates an MTDC system with n DC buses. These buses (1
to n) are connected to the AC terminals through converters. The AC terminals are
connected to AC grids 1 to n. Since the interactions between the AC grids and the
MTDC system are represented by current sources, the AC terminals are not shown
in this figure.
Other DC buses (n + 1 to m), called DC hubs, are the junctions (without
converters) between the DC cables. However, in this section, we suppose that there
is no DC hub in the MTDC system, and as a result m = n.

Vdc ,1
I dc ,1

I inj,1

C1

Vdc ,n

DC grid:
DC cables are
modelled with
resistors

I dc ,n

I inj,n

Cn

Figure 2.24: An n-terminal MTDC grid. Converters are modeled as DC current sources.

In this figure, Ci is the aggregated capacitance of the DC cables connected to
the converter i and the DC capacitors of the converter i, Vdc,i is the DC voltage
of the DC bus of the converter i. The active power exchange between the AC grid
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i and the MTDC system is represented by DC current source indicated by Iinj,i .
The injected active power is defined as follows
Pinj,i = Vdc,i × Iinj,i .

(2.44)

In this thesis, a positive Pinj,i means active power is injected from the AC grid
i into the MTDC system, while a negative Pinj,i means active power is extracted
from the MTDC system. Thus, the dynamic of the converter i, which is connected
to the AC grid i, is described by (for i = 1 . . . n)
V̇dc,i =

1
(Iinj,i − Idc,i )
Ci

(2.45)

where Idc,i is the DC current from bus i to the adjacent buses and is expressed by
X
Idc,i =
gij (Vdc,i − Vdc,j ).
(2.46)
j∈Ni

where Ni is the set of adjacent buses to bus i, gij = 1/Rij and Rij represents the
resistance of the cable between the terminals i and j.
Since we are using VDM in this method, we need to take another look into
VDM for the injection model. Consider the VDM control presented in Section 2.4.
Assuming the VDM control is infinitely fast, we can write the droop equation for
the converter i as
Iˆinj,i − Iinj,i = Ki (V̂dc,i − Vdc,i ).

(2.47)

Note that in this model we are using injected currents instead of injected active
powers. In (2.47), Iˆinj,i and V̂i are the reference values for injected current and
DC voltage of converter i, respectively. Suppose that we consider the change in the
injected current as the control input, ui . We can write:
ui = Iˆinj,i − Iinj,i

(2.48)

ui = Ki (V̂dc,i − Vdc,i ).

(2.49)

which leads to

Finally, using the graph theoretical concepts presented in the previous section,
we can re-write (2.45) in vector form as:
V̇dc

= −CLR Vdc + C Iˆinj + Cu

(2.50)

where
Vdc = [Vdc,1 , . . . , Vdc,n ]T , C = diag([C1−1 , . . . , Cn−1 ])
Iˆinj = [Iˆinj,1 , . . . , Iˆinj,n ]T , u = [u1 , . . . , un ]T

(2.51a)
(2.51b)

and LR is the weighted Laplacian matrix of the graph representing the transmission
lines, denoted GR , whose edge-weights are given by the conductances 1/Rij .
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Application to MTDC system

Consider an MTDC system consisting of several converters. Each terminal is
considered as a node in the graph. Some terminals like the ones connected to wind
farms or offshore oil and gas platforms operate in CPM. Other nodes contribute
in DC voltage control. If a disturbance occurs in the system, these nodes share
the power balancing task to control the DC voltage. An agent is assigned to
each node that participates in DC voltage control. Figure 2.25 shows the overlaid
communication graph assigned to the MTDC system.

Figure 2.25: Agent configuration in a MAS system applied to a seven-terminal MTDC.

Different communication technologies are available. Among them, satellite and
optic fiber may be the most promising technologies for our purpose. However,
considering that the MTDC system has a very fast dynamic, optic fiber , which is
faster than satellite - seems to be a more attractive choice. Each agent receives
information from its local measurement (xi (t)) and from other agents (xj (t)).
According to communication delays, this cannot be in real time. Therefore, it
is supposed that each agent receives this information with τ seconds delay. Figure
2.26 shows the structure of agent i , which is assigned to node i.
The proposed MAS method behaves similar to VDM, with exception that the
reference value of the DC voltage is a state variable. Since the dynamic of the
MTDC system is very fast, the proposed control strategies in this thesis cannot
rely only on remote information. The controllers consist of two parts: fast-response
part and medium- response part. The fast response part is a VDM controller. The
medium-response part deals with updating the reference voltages of converters in
real-time.
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ui (t )

xi (t )

xi (t )

Figure 2.26: Agent configuration in a MAS system.

2.6.4

Multi-agent system strategy

This method is based on leader-follower MAS theory [85,86]. In this theory some (or
one) agents are considered as leaders, while other agents are considered as followers.
Each set of followers, follows one of the leaders and each agent has its own goal.
The aims of this controller are:
Objective 1. The voltages of the leader converter should be kept as close as possible
to its pre-disturbance voltage profile.
Objective 2. The injected currents at the equilibrium should be proportional to an
a priori known parameter at stationarity, i.e. ratio of droop constants.
Achieving Objective 1 ensures the the DC voltage of the leader converter returns
to a value close its pre-disturbance value and as a result the voltage profile of the
MTDC system is shifted toward the pre-disturbance profile. Achieving Objective
2 solves the problem causes by lacking the global signal in MTDC systems and
guarantees that the current mismatch is divided according the droop constants.
To achieve this goal, one agent is selected as the leader (slack converter), while
other agents follow this converter. The DC voltage of this converter is considered
as the fixed reference voltage. The consensus is reached for voltage deviation of
all buses, therefore the expected power sharing will be achieved. On the other
hand, reference voltages of all converters follow the reference voltage of the slack
converter. Therefore, the voltage will be close to the initial voltage.
Suppose that converter m, without loss of generality, is regulating DC voltage to
its value before the disturbance. Based on consensus theorem described in section
2.6.1, in the proposed distributed strategy, controller i takes the form
ref
ui = Ki (Vdc,i
− Vdc,i )
ref
V̇dc,i
= KiV (V nom − Vdc,i )−γi

X



(2.52)
ref
ref
φij (Vdc,i
− Vdc,i )−(Vdc,j
− Vdc,j )

j∈Ni

where γi > 0 is a constant, V nom is the reference voltage of the leader converter
before the disturbance, φij = φji are the edge-weights of the communication graph,
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denoted Gc , and
(
KiV =

1
0

if i = m
otherwise.

(2.53)

The first row of (2.52) (fast response) is actually a droop controller and
ensures that the controlled injected currents are quickly adjusted after a change
in the voltage. The second row consists of two parts: first part ensures that the
voltage is restored at converter m by integral action, and second part ensures that
the controlled injected currents are proportional to the proportional gains Ki at
stationarity. In vector-form, (2.52) can be written as
ref
u = K(Vdc
− Vdc )
ref
ref
V̇dc
= KV (V nom − Vdc ) − γLc (Vdc
− Vdc )

(2.54)

where γ = diag(γi , . . . , γn ), K is defined as before, KV is a n × n matrix whose
elements are zero except its m-th diagonal element, which is equal to 1, and Lc is the
weighted Laplacian matrix of the graph representing the communication topology,
whose edge-weights are given by φij , and which is assumed to be connected.
In the following theorem, which is presented in [87], we ensure this method
converge such that satisfies Objectives 1 and 2.
Theorem 2.6.1. Consider an MTDC grid described by (2.50), where the control
input ui is given by (2.52) and the injected currents Iˆinj,i are reference values of
converter i. The closed loop system is stable if


1
1
λmin
CLR + LR C + min Ci Ki > 0
(2.55)
i
2
2


1
1
λmin
LC CLR + LR CLC ≥ 0.
(2.56)
2
2
Pn
Pn
and
Furthermore
limt→∞ u(t)
=
( i=1 Iˆinj,i )/( i=1 Ki )K1n×1 ,
limt→∞ Vdc,m (t) = V nom . This implies that the controlled injected currents
satisfy Objective 2 and Vdc,1 satisfies Objective
1 . The remaining voltages
Pn
satisfy limt→∞ |Vdc,i (t) − V nom | ≤ 2I max i=2 λ1i , where I max = maxi |I tot | and
I tot = limt→∞ Iˆinj + u(t). Here λi denotes the i’th eigenvalue of LR .

Remark 2.1. A sufficient condition for when λmin 12 CLR + 12 LR C ≥ 0 is that
C = k1 In , k1 ∈ R+ , i.e. the capacities of the converters are identical (and positive).
This implies that (2.55) is fulfilled.
Remark 2.2. A sufficient condition for when (2.56) is fulfilled, is that Lc = k2 Lk ,
k2 ∈ R+ i.e., the topology of the communication network is identical to the topology
of the power transmission lines, up to a positive scaling factor.
Proof. Proof can be found in Appendix B.

2.7. Case studies

2.7
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Case studies

Consider the four-terminal MTDC system shown in Figure 2.27. We assume that
converter 4 is connected to an offshore wind farms and harvests maximum power
from the wind farm. Therefore, it will not participate in DC voltage control. The
system parameters are given in Appendix A (Table A.2). There parameters of
MAS controllers are γi = 0.1, Kv,1 = 1. We assume that Ki = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3
which implies that converters 1 − 3 should change their injected currents equally,
to control the DC voltage.

Figure 2.27: An MTDC system with four terminals.

Suppose that there is 30% reduction in the injected current of wind farm at
t = 1 s. As we expect, this leads a decrease in DC voltage of the MTDC system.
Converters 1 − 3 changes their injected currents to control the DC voltage. When
VDM is used, the result is shown in Figure 2.28. As can be seen, although controllers
have equal droop constants, they do not change their injected currents equally. As
mentioned in the beginning of this section, this is due to unequal changes in the
DC voltages of converters, i.e. lack of a global signal.
The behavior of converters when MAS is applied to the system is shown in Figure
2.29 (a) and (b). In this case study it is assumed that the agent 1 is the leader
and as we expect the DC voltage of converter 1 is returned to its value before the
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Figure 2.28: The figure shows the DC voltages (Vdc,i ) and the controlled injected currents
ui (= Iinj,i ) of the converters VDM.

disturbance (Objective 1). It can be seen that the changes in the injected currents
are according to droop constants (Objective 2).
Now, we consider the effect of communication delay (τ ) in the behavior of
controllers. The results for τ = 100 ms and τ = 500 ms are shown in Figure
2.29 (c)-(f). As can be seen, for the former case although the response has small
oscillations, the system can control the system very well. For the latter case,
however, the system has an unstable response. As a result there is a upper bound
for acceptable communication delay for applying this method and the controller
is robust to moderate time delays. However, considering the times delays in the
current communication technology, this can be acceptable. It must be noted that
sensitivity of the system response to the time delays can be reduced by decreasing
γ, however, this leads to slower response.

2.8

Summary

Two non-linear controllers based on sliding-mode control theory have been
presented in this chapter: SMC-VMM and SMC-VDM. The controls have been
applied to a four-terminal HVDC grid, which was connected to three AC grids and
one wind farm. The results have been compared with systems controlled by VMM
and VDM controllers.
The behavior of the system, when it faces faults in the HVDC grid, changes in
the operating point and disconnection of a converter have been studied. It has been
shown that the SMC methods can control the DC voltage in HVDC grid very fast,
with shorter settling time, and with smaller overshoot over a wider range of SCR
values, compared to VMM and VDM. Moreover, in the case of disconnection of a
converter and change in the operating point and the topology, systems equipped
with SMC controllers have significantly lower overshoot in their response.

2.8. Summary
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Moreover, it has been shown that SMC methods have satisfactory performance
even if the communication between controllers is lost.
Furthermore, a MAS controller was proposed for the MTDC system. It was
shown that this controller can bring the voltage of one converter back to its
pre-disturbance value and moreover guarantee the distribution of power mismatch
between different converters according to their droop constants.
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Figure 2.29: The figure shows the DC voltages (Vdc,i ) and the controlled injected currents
ui (= Iinj,i ) of the converters for different time-delays τ on the communication links: (a)
and (b) τ = 0 ms, (c) and (d) τ = 100 ms, (e) and (f) τ = 500 ms. The convergence times
of the voltages and injected currents are in the order of a few seconds. On the other hand,
we see that V1 converges to V nom , and that the controlled injected currents all converge
to the same value.

Chapter 3

Secondary Control of an MTDC System
3.1

Introduction

Until now we have discussed the primary control of an MTDC system and we
have not considered the abilities and limitations of connected AC grids to inject
power due to economical and technical factors. An important issue in a power
system is to see if the system is working at an optimal operating point. This
leads to the introduction of optimal power flow (OPF). The goal in optimal power
flow is to find an operating point for the system which optimizes some objective
function. There are constraints for this objective function, namely Kirchhoff's
laws, operating limits, control laws, etc. However, since security comes first in
power systems, some researches consider security constraints in the OPF, resulting
in security-constrained optimal power flow (SC-OPF). Small-signal stability [88],
voltage stability [89], etc are some of these security constraints. However, the
SC-OPF is not the focus of this thesis. As mentioned in Chapter 1, OPF can provide
the local controllers with optimized set-points to minimize a specific objective
function.
In this chapter we address these issues by proposing an optimal control strategy
(OPC). OPC uses MAS implementation and VDM as its primary control.

3.2

Optimal control of an MTDC system

In this section we present the optimal control (OPC) as another secondary
controller. The overall objective of the controller strategy would be to control
the DC voltage while minimizing the losses in the DC grid and converters. On
the other hand, we assume that the MTDC system is connected to wind farm(s)
and we want to extract the maximum possible energy from the wind. As a result,
converters connected to wind farms should follow variations of the wind.
Moreover, in the case of a variation in wind power from forecasted value or a
contingency in the MTDC system, the proposed controller aims at minimizing the
deviations of the power exchange of AC grids with the MTDC system from their
scheduled values.
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The controller uses the centralized optimization approach, but centralized
optimization is very much dependent on the central agent (as will be shown in
the next section). To increase the reliability, we design the controller such that in
case the central agent stops working, the system switches to distributed approach.
Moreover, more communication implies more cost and also, there is a limited
bandwidth for communication in the systems. Considering the size and complexity
of power systems, the size of data to be communicated is drastically increasing
everyday. In order to overcome this problem, we propose a probabilistic approach
in the algorithm, which leads to the same result as the deterministic approach.
It must be mentioned that the system modeling is done using Digsilent
Powerfactory software, while the optimization algorithms are implemented in
MATLAB.

3.3

Distributed optimization and multi-agent control

Consider the following optimization problem:
Minimize f (x)
subject to gj (x) ≤ 0, j = 1, ...., s
hj (x) = 0, j = 1, ...., u

(3.1)

where f is the objective function and there are s non-equality constraints and u
equality constraints. Therefore, X = x|gj (x) ≤ 0, hj (x) = 0 is the feasible set of
x. If this problem is convex, we can guarantee that the algorithm reaches the global
optimum [90]. In order for this problem to be convex, f and gj s must be convex
and hj s must be affine. There are many methods available to solve this problem
in a centralized way. In order to solve this problem using MAS, we assume that
an agent is assigned to each converter of the MTDC system. Agents send out the
local measurements to a central agent (CA) which solves the optimization problem.
The communication between agents can be seen in Figure 3.1(a), where A1 . . . An
represent agents 1 to n.
However there are systems in which implementation of central optimization
system is unpractical or even infeasible. An example of these are the systems
which can only communicate with their neighbors. This leads to the development
of distributed optimization. In general the distributed optimization can be divided
into three categories as shown in Figure 3.1.
In the first type of decentralized optimization, each agent solves its own part
of the optimization problem and updates the optimization vector x. Each agent i
solves the following subproblem and the central agent operates as a coordinator,
to make sure that the local agent decisions converge to a global optimum. This is
normally done to reduce the burden of the optimization by distributing it among
agents. The communication between agents is shown in Figure 3.1(b).
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A3

A3

A1
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A3

A2

Figure 3.1: Communication patterns in the centralized and distributed optimization
problems. Blue lines represent the communication between agents.

Minimize

X

fi (x)

i

(3.2)

subject to x ∈ X.
As can be seen the objective function is the sum of all objective functions.
An application of this method, which is used in the next chapter, is solving an
optimization for different scenarios through assigning sets of scenarios to each agent.
However, sometimes the communication structure is fixed and dictates the
communication pattern between agents. In such cases, we need to decompose
the problem such that each agent communicate only with its neighbor agents in
the communication graphs (which was explained in Section 2.6). This group of
problems are called networked optimization problems [91]. The communication
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graph of this group of problems is shown in Figure 3.1(c). In these problems, the
following optimization should be solved:
X
Minimize
fi (xi , y)
(3.3)
i∈V
subject to xi ∈ Xi , y ∈ Y
where xi is the local decision variable of agent i and y is a global variable. It must
be noted that
these constraint with constraint in (3.2), it can be seen
Sn comparing
S
that X = ( i=1 Xi ) Y .
Each agent i solves its own part:
Minimize fi (xi , y)
subject to xi ∈ Xi , y ∈ Y.

(3.4)

We assume that this problem needs to be solved over the communication graph
G = (V, E). The set of vertices (V) represents agents and the set of edges (E)
represents communications between each two agents. As can be seen, each agent has
its own objective function fi and a local decision variable vector xi and information
about agent i and its neighbor agents. This is the type that we are dealing with in
this chapter.
Note that another strategy for solving this optimization using MAS is the
consensus protocol as described in [92]. The consensus protocol is used in this
thesis for controlling DC voltage in the MTDC system, but it is not used for the
optimal control of MTDC.
Finally, the last type of distributed optimization problems are non-cooperative
games where agents do not communicate their information and decisions with
each other. This can be due to the fact that either they are competitors or
communication between them is not possible or efficient. Although it can be
interesting for some applications in control and market, we will not discuss this
type further in this thesis.
It should be noted that, it is desirable for a distributed algorithm to rapidly
reach to an approximate optimal operating point. The reason for mentioning
approximate is that there will be a gap between the√results of centralized and
distributed algorithms. This gap is proportional to 1/ k, where k is the number
of iterations of the distributed algorithm.

3.4

Probabilistic distributed algorithms

As we mentioned in the previous section, in this chapter, we are interested in
networked optimization problems. In many of these problems , there is lack of
centralized access to information. So two factors characterizing the networked
optimization algorithms are:
• in optimization algorithm each agent should rely on local information and its
immediate neighbors information.
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• the algorithm should be robust against loss of communication between agents.
Agents (nodes) may have communication and resource constraints. Also, since
the communication delays between the agents can vary, the data will not arrive
to agents regularly. Moreover, if number of variables which needs to be updated
by agents are large, the optimization becomes complex. To overcome these issues,
probabilistic (random) methods have been proposed. In these methods, each agent
does not pass information to its neighbor agents regularly. The receiving agents
wakes up and continue optimization after receiving the updated information. In
this way, each agent solves a simpler problem, since it updates some variables (not
all of them) in each iteration. Moreover, the algorithms are designed in a way
that they do not expect that information arrives to agents regularly. Therefore,
time-varying delays cause less problems in the optimization.
In order to explain this more clearly, we introduce an example. Consider a
networked optimization which has 3 agents. We want to see how one of these
agents, namely agent 1, behaves. We assume that the communication graph is such
that all these agents communicate which each other.

t0

W 12

Agent
1

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

W 13
Agent
1

Time
Agent
1

Agent
1

Agent
1

Agent
1

P12t0
Agent
2

Agent
2

P13t0
Agent
3

Agent
3

Figure 3.2: Behavior of agent 1 in a three-agent networked optimization problem using
probabilistic coordinate descent method.

Agent 1 receives information from agents 2 and 3. Agents 2 and 3 pass on
their information to agent 1 at t0 . Considering the communication delays, the
information arrives at agent 1 at t1 and t2 , respectively. τ12 is the communication
delay between agents 1 and 2.
Now let’s see how agent 1 behaves at t1 . Two cases are possible:
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t0
and
• it receives the information from agent 2 with a probability equal to P12
therefore it wakes up and runs an iteration. It updates its corresponding
optimization variables using the information sent from agent 2 at time t0 and
its own (local) information at time t1 .
t0
, agent 1 does not wake up and the values
• with a probability equal to 1 − P12
of its optimization variables remain unchanged. For example at t4 agent 1
does not receive any new information from other two agents, so it does not
wake up.

In this chapter we use probabilistic distributed dual coordinate ascent, which
will be discussed in Section 3.5.2. This algorithm is shown to be faster than
the deterministic algorithm in which agents update all variables and communicate
regularly [93]. Also, the convergence proof of this algorithm can be found in [93,94].

3.5

The optimization problem

In this section, we explain the optimization problem which we aim to solve in this
study. The intention is to minimize the resistive losses in the DC grid, losses in the
converters and minimize the deviation of injected powers of ac grids at PCCs to
the MTDC system from their scheduled values.
The aim is to write the objective function such that it later on can be
decomposed and solved in a distributed fashion. To do this, we consider the part
of the grid which can be seen from terminal i:

MTDC system

i

Adjacent terminals to terminal i

AC onshore

Figure 3.3: The part of the grid seen by terminal i.
0
Assume that the scheduled power at the PCCs are denoted Ppcc,i
and that they
are settled by electricity market agreements on e.g. an hourly basis. We propose
to use a weighting strategy to handle deviations from scheduled values and for
minimizing losses according to the objective function

f (Vdc , Ppcc ) = Ψ

n
X
i=1

Piloss +

n−m
X
i=1

0
Πi (Ppcc,i − Ppcc,i
)2 ,

(3.5)
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where converters 1, . . . , n − m are assumed to be on VDM control and converters
n−m+1, . . . , n, i.e. wind farm converters, are on frequency control and Piloss is the
loss of the part of the grid which is seen from terminal i. The weights, Ψ, Πi would
be selected based on e.g. electricity prices at various nodes/system and possible
security-based restrictions in the connecting ac networks.
Note that the controllers of the wind farm converters are typically on frequency
control, which we here emulate by having them on constant power control. We
then change the power set-points in these controllers to mimic the variations of the
wind.
The loss in the MTDC system consists of losses in the DC cables (lines), in the
ac equipments up to PCCs and in the converters. Therefore, Piloss can be written
as
loss
loss
Piloss = Pconv,i
+ Pdc,i
(3.6)
loss
where Pconv,i
represents the loss in converter i and resistances connecting it to the
loss
P CCi and Pdc,i is the loss in the DC cables connected to terminal i. The converter
loss model used here can be written as
loss
Pconv,i
=

2
Vdc,i
+ Rβ,i (Iac,i )2
Rα,i

(3.7)

where Rα,i , Rβ,i are shunt and series resistances, respectively, used to model the
no-load and load losses of the converter i. However, in this study we only consider
the no-load loss of the converter. The loss in the DC grid, seen from terminal i,
can be written as
loss
Pdc,i
=

1 X
1 X (Vdc,i − Vdc,j )2
Rij Iij 2 =
2
2
Rij
j∈Ni

(3.8)

j∈Ni

where Ni is the set of adjacent terminals to terminal i. Since each DC cable is
counted by two terminals, the DC loss is multiplied by 21 .
There are some physical and control constraints for the above optimization
problem. In order to limit thermal stress on the converter valve, the power injected
by the converter is limited. We have:
max
|Pdc,i | ≤ Pconv,i

(3.9)

max
where Pconv,i
is the maximum allowable injected power by converter i, acquired
from compatibility curve of converter i. Similarly, the current in the DC cable ij
must be kept within an acceptable range:

|Iij | = |

Vdc,i − Vdc,j
max
| ≤ Iij
Rij

(3.10)

max
where Iij is the current of the cable connecting DC buses i and j and Iij
is the
maximum due to thermal limits.
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Also, the DC voltage of each terminal should be kept within an acceptable range:
min
max
Vdc
≤ Vdc,i ≤ Vdc
.

(3.11)

Finally, the Kirchhoff’s law should be fulfilled in each node, i.e.:

Ppcc,i =

2
X Vdc,i − Vdc,j
Vdc,i
+ Vdc,i
(
), i = 1 . . . n.
Rα,i
Rij

(3.12)

j∈Ni

Thus, we have n power flow equations to satisfy. These equations have 2n
variables, namely Ppcc,i and Vdc,i . In order to have set-point tracking for VDM
controlled converters, we would need to have:
ref
Vdc,i = Vdc,i
, i = 1...n − m

(3.13)

and thus, in line with (2.1),
ref
Ppcc,i = Ppcc,i
,

i = 1, . . . , n − m.

(3.14)

Further, as a consequence of our choice of emulating wind connected converters,
we have to satisfy
ref,w
Ppcc,i = Ppcc,i
,

i = n − m + 1, . . . , n.

(3.15)

Therefore, if we were to give these references arbitrary values, we would
have n power flow equations and only 2n − n − (n − m) = m free variables
(Vdc,i , i = n − m + 1, ..., n). In other words, this system of equations cannot
be solved with arbitrary references. On the other hand, if we somehow find a set
ref
ref
ref,w
Ppcc,i
, Vdc,i
,Ppcc,i
, satisfying (3.12)-(3.15), then we would have a solution with
set-point tracking.
ref
ref
By substituting Vdc,i
for Vdc,i and Ppcc,i
for Ppcc,i in (3.5),(3.7) and (3.8) we
obtain the objective function:
ref
f (U, Ppcc
)

n−m
n
X
X
1 X (Ui − Uj )2
Ui 2
ref
0
+
)+
Πi (Ppcc,i
− Ppcc,i
)2 , (3.16)
= Ψ(
R
2
R
α,i
ij
i=1
i=1
j∈Ni

ref
where Ui = Vdc,i
, i = 1, . . . , n − m and Ui = Vdc,i , i = n − m + 1, . . . , n. In
other words, we have an objective function which captures losses and deviations
ref
from scheduled power injection as a function of the 2(n − m) variables, Ppcc,i
and
ref
Vdc,i , corresponding to the set-points of VDM controlled converters. We may then
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consider the optimization problem
ref
Minimize f (U, Ppcc
)

(3.17a)

ref
U,Ppcc

subject to:
ref
max
| ≤ Pconv,i
|Ppcc,i
, i = 1, . . . n − m
Ui − Uj
max
|
| ≤ Iij
, ∀i, j ∈ Ni
Rij

(3.17b)

min
max
Vdc
≤ Ui ≤ Vdc
, ∀i

(3.17d)

ref
Ppcc,i
=

ref 2
Vdc,i

ref,w
Ppcc,i
=

Rα,i

ref
+ Vdc,i

ref
X Vdc,i
− Uj
(
), i = 1, . . . n − m
Rij

(3.17c)

(3.17e)

j∈Ni

X Vdc,i − Uj
Vdc,i 2
+ Vdc,i
(
), i = n − m + 1, . . . n.
Rα,i
Rij

(3.17f)

j∈Ni

The inequality constraints (3.17b)-(3.17d) correspond to (3.9)-(3.11),
respectively. The inequality constraints (3.17e)-(3.17f) corresponds to (3.12)-(3.15).
It follows that a solution to (3.17) in terms of set-points, minimizes the losses
and the deviations from scheduled power, according to the weights, and provides
with set-point tracking for the VDM controlled converters.
Thus, if VDM is the first line of defense in terms of handling contingencies, the
solution to this optimization problem not only re-establish set-point tracking but
it does so in an optimal way.
It is worth noting that the objective function and constraints are differentiable,
which implies that the problem belongs to the class of smooth optimization
problems.

3.5.1

Proposed control strategy

The optimal control strategy (OPC) presented in this study consists of two layers:
inner layer and outer layer. Inner layer is a VDM controller, as described in
Chapter 2. Given constant droop gains, the set-points can be changed by the
outer layer control. The outer layer consists of agents, where each of them is
assigned to a controller, receiving information from it. This layer can have either
centralized or distributed architecture. As shown in Figure 3.4, if the central
optimization approach is chosen, all agents communicate with a central agent, while
in the distributed optimization approach, agents communicate with their neighbors.
Needless to say the centralized optimization architecture is highly dependent of the
central agent. In order to have a reliable controller, the proposed controller utilize
both approaches, i.e. it operates in centralized mode by default, but if the central
agent stops working, it switches to distributed mode.
It must be noted that agents receive information from each other with delay.
This delay is due to communication constraints and calculation time and should be
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Figure 3.4: Communication between agents: (a) centralized (b) distributed optimization.

considered. We assume that the maximum delay between all agents of the system
is τmax , i.e.
τij ≤ τmax , ∀i, j.

(3.18)

Therefore, the maximum delay of the whole system will be np τmax where np is the
number of edges in the largest path in the communication graph. In np τmax seconds
the information is propagated within all agents and the distributed algorithm
performs like a centralized algorithm . Therefore, to increase the performance of
the algorithm, the running time of the algorithm must be at least np τmax seconds.
The variation of the wind can be gradual or sudden, therefore, as soon as the
wind farm agent detects a change in the wind, it sends out a trigger signal to the
central agent (in centralized optimization) or to neighboring agents (in distributed
optimization) and the outer layer will be activated. The outer layer then solves the
OPC problem continually in specific intervals and sends out the updated set-points
to the inner layer, until it receives the signal from the wind agent that the wind
variation has been ended.
Beside following the variations of the wind, the control system should also
provide the system with fault-ride through capability during contingencies and
guarantee the optimal operation of the system. Different contingencies may happen
in the MTDC system. For example, consider two important cases:
• disconnection of a converter.
• fault in a DC cable leading to disconnection of the cable by DC circuit
breakers.
Our controller uses the following strategy in these cases: If a DC bus is disconnected
from its corresponding AC grid, no power is injected to (or extracted from) the
corresponding AC grid. In this case, the corresponding agent (the agent responsible
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for that controller) informs other agents and they solve the OPC using a new graph.
In the new graph, the agent of the disconnected converter does not have any node.
If a DC cable is disconnected, the corresponding agents (the agents controlling the
converters on its both ends) inform other agents and they start the optimization
with a new graph, which does not contain the edge corresponding the disconnected
line.

3.5.2

Distributed optimization algorithm

In order to solve the optimization problem (3.17), we are interested in optimization
algorithms that can be distributed across several DC terminals as decision makers.
The classical approach to distributed optimization is decomposition: based on
the structure of the cost function and constraints, the optimization problem is
decomposed into several subproblems [90, 95,96]. These subproblems can be solved
independently by DC terminals, but typically require a central coordinator to ensure
that the solution of local decision makers converge to the global optimal solution.
In practice, however, the implementation of a centralized coordinator is undesirable
or infeasible, since DC terminals can only coordinate their local solutions with their
immediate neighbors.Therefore, we are restricted to use distributed optimization
algorithms that respect the communication structure of the network.
We propose a probabilistic dual coordinate ascent method in which individual
DC terminals optimize the objective function in a distributed fashion, i.e., with
respect to the local information and information of neighboring agents. Dual
coordinate ascent methods are iterative methods for solving the dual cost function
in which each iterate is obtained by solving a scalar minimization subproblem [97].
The subproblem improves the estimate of the solution by minimizing along a
selected coordinate with all other coordinates fixed. Probabilistic dual coordinate
ascent methods are attractive because they are simple: scalar minimization is
easier than multivariable minimization. More precisely, if the dual problem has
n variables, the iteration cost of coordinate ascent is only O(1), while the classical
full-gradient method requires at least O(n).
First, we use the Lagrange dual decomposition to relax problem (3.17). Define
the following partial Lagrangian function for VDM controllers:

Li = Ψ(

ref
Vdc,i

2

Rα,i

+

ref
2
1 X (Vdc,i − Uj )
ref
0
) + Πi (Ppcc,i
− Ppcc,i
)2
2
Rij
j∈Ni

ref
− λi (Ppcc,i
−

−

X
j∈Ni

µ0ij (

ref
Vdc,i

2

Rα,i

ref
Vdc,i

ref
− Vdc,i

− Uj

Rij

ref
X Vdc,i
− Uj

(

j∈Ni

Rij

)) +

X
j∈Ni

max
+ Iij
), i = 1, . . . , n − m.

µij (

ref
Vdc,i
− Uj

Rij

max
− Iij
)

(3.19)
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We define the following Lagrangian function for wind farm controllers:
Vdc,i 2
1 X (Vdc,i − Uj )2
Li = Ψ(

Rα,i

+

2

ref,w
− λi (Ppcc,i
−

)

Rij

j∈Ni

X Vdc,i − Uj
X
Vdc,i 2
Vdc,i − Uj
max
− Vdc,i
(
)) +
µij (
− Iij
)
Rα,i
Rij
Rij
j∈Ni

−

X
j∈Ni

Vdc,i
µ0ij (

− Uj

Rij

+

max
Iij
),

j∈Ni

i = n − m + 1, . . . , n

(3.20)

where λi , µij , µ0ij are the dual variables associated with the constraints and µij and
µ0ij are nonnegative (since they are associated with non-equality constraints [98]).
These lagrangians consist of a decomposed objective function and the constraints
which are common between agents: the first two terms in (3.19) and the first term
in (3.20) represent the objective function, while the next term in both Lagrangians
represents constraint (3.17e) and (3.17f). The last two terms represent constraint
(3.17c).
Note that local constraints (3.17b) and (3.17d) which are not dependent on
information of other agents are not given in Li and are added as constraints of the
dual problem. It can be concluded that, as it is shown in Figure 3.4, each agent
should communicate its reference voltage and its dual variables, with its neighbor
agents. Consider the following partial lagrangian minimization problem, which
results from adding these constraints:
Minimize Li
subject to (3.17b), (3.17d).

(3.21)

For wind farm agents we do not consider (3.17b).
Suppose each VDM agent (i = 1, . . . , n − m) maintains a primal (x?i ) and a dual
variable (ui (k))


#
"
λi (k)
ref
Ppcc,i


(3.22)
x?i =
ref , ui (k) = µij (k) .
Vdc,i
0
µij (k)
It is evident that since in (3.19), Vdc,i of wind farm agents can only appear in Uj ,
and since it is coming from a neighbor agent we consider it constant in Li , therefore
it will not be considered in x?i . Using the same discussion for each wind farm agent
(i = n − m + 1, . . . , n) we have


λi (k)
h
i


x?i = Vdc,i , ui (k) = µij (k)
(3.23)
0
µij (k)
that is initialized to any ui (0) and a primal variable x?i (k). Note that although
Vdc,i will not be applied to any controller, but it needs to be considered in the
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Algorithm 3.1 Distributed Dual Coordinate Ascent
1: Input: Step-sizes αi (k) and βi (k), Communication graph G
2: for k ∈ N do
3:
Agent i with probability pi ∈ (0, 1) sets

ui ← ui + αi

X

(x?i − x?j ) + ki βi

j∈Ni

X

(ui − uj ),

j∈Ni

x?i ← arg minxi ∈Xi Li (xi , u{i}∪Ni (k + 1)).
4:
Agent i transmits ui to every agent j ∈ Ni .
5: end for

optimization for the feasibility of the solution and also finding the correct lagrange
variables and communicating them to neighbor agents.
Due to Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions for convex optimization
problem, the algorithm is equivalent to the following: For each agent i and k ∈ N,

P
ui (k) + αi1 j∈Ni (x?i (k) − x?j (k))



P

+ki βi j∈Ni (ui (k) − uj (k)),
ui (k + 1) =

with probability pi ,



(3.24)
otherwise,
ui (k),

(k
+
1)),
L
(x
,
u
arg
min
i i
{i}∪Ni

xi ∈Xi
x?i (k + 1) =
with probability pi ,

x? (k),
otherwise,
i
where for VDM agents 1 is a 3 × 2 matrix with all elements equal to 1, and for wind
farm agents it is a 3 × 1 vector. Algorithm 3.1 gives the algorithmic form of (3.24).
In order to guarantee the convergence of the algorithm, we use the diminishing
step-sizes αi (k) = βi (k) = 1/(k + 1), k ∈ N, which guarantee that the algorithm
converges at a rate O(1/k) to the global optimal solution [90].
Note that in centralized control, all agents send the information to a central
agent which solves the following optimization:
X
Minimize
Li
i

subject to (3.17b), (3.17d).

(3.25)

Remark 1: Since constraints (3.17e)-(3.17f) are not convex (due to product
ref ref
terms Vdc,i
Vdc,j ), the optimization problem (3.17) is not necessary convex, thus
the duality gap can be non-zero. One popular approach for attacking this
problem is relaxing this constraint and solving the optimization problem using
semi-definite programming (SDP). However, common algorithms for SDP are
usually implemented in a centralized manner [98, 99]. Moreover, the conditions
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Algorithm 3.2 Line Search Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Input: u0 ∈ [umin , umax ]
Initial: ϑ1 = umin , %1 = umax
for i = 1, . . . , Z do
Solve optimization problem (3.17) with u0 = ϑi , %i
Cost1 = J(ϑi ),Cost2 = J(%i )
if Cost1 ≤ Cost2 then
ϑi+1 = (ϑi + %i )/2
%i+1 = %i
else
%i+1 = (ϑi + %i )/2
ϑi+1 = ϑi
end if
end for

which guarantee the exactness of relaxation are not necessary realistic due to
existence of constraints (3.17b) and (3.17d) [54, 100]. In order to solve (3.17)
with all its constraints in a distributed manner, we add line search loop for
generating random initial conditions in the whole feasible set. This loop, explained
in Algorithm 3.2, helps to escape the local minima trap. In this algorithm, Z is the
number of times we run the optimization. The bigger this number, the less chance
that we reach to a local minima.
Remark 2: In order to run the Algorithm 3.2, the optimization is carried out
Z times. Considering that we aim to run the optimization in specific time intervals,
this limits the number of iterations we can run the optimization.

3.6

Results and discussion

Consider the four-terminal ±200 kV symmetric monopole MTDC system shown in
Figure 3.5. Each DC bus is connected to its corresponding AC bus using only one
200 MVA converter. Lengthes of DC cables are shown in the figure. The power
and voltage limits and the loss factors of converters are given in Table 3.1. It must
be noted that MTDC can be used to transfer power between connected AC grids.
However, this case has not been considered in the study. The system parameters
are given in Appendix A (Table A.3) [101]. The objective function parameters are
given in Table 3.2. Since the system is a four-terminal MTDC where one terminal
is connected to a wind farm, and considering disconnection of another converter
in Case 2, for an easier interpretation, we weighted only the deviation of power of
converter 3. Also the probabilities based on which each agent runs the optimization
are given in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.5: The four-terminal MTDC system used for case study.
connected to the offshore wind farm.

Terminal 4 is

Table 3.1: Power and voltage limits and losses of the converters.

max
Vdc,i
min
Vdc,i

(pu)
(pu)
Pmax (pu)
Pmin (pu)
No-load losses (kW)
Resistive loss factor (Ω)
Droop constant Ki

Conv. 1
1.1
0.9
0.8
-0.8
400
2.4
0.2

Conv. 2
1.1
0.9
0.8
-0.8
400
2.4
0.1

Conv. 3
1.1
0.9
0.8
-0.8
400
2.4
0.4

Conv. 4
1.1
0.9
1.5
0
400
2.4
no droop

Table 3.2: Objective function weights.

Ψi , i = 1...4
Πi , i = 1, 2 and i 6= 3
Πi , i = 3

1
0
0.5

Table 3.3: Probability of set-point update for each agent.

Agent 1
0.8

3.6.1

Agent 2
1

Agent 3
0.7

Agent 4
1

Case 1: step change in the wind

In this case, the wind converter injects 100 MW to the MTDC system. At t = 1 s,
wind is changed with a step and injects 150 MW and as a result of power surplus
in the DC grid, the DC voltage increases. Droop controllers react and control the
DC voltage by changing the injected active powers of converters. Following the
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step change, agent 4 informs the other agents that the wind has been changed. In
this study, it is assumed that agents start optimization 1 s after the variation
occurs and after that, if the variation continues, update the set-points each 5
seconds. Therefore, after communicating the information to each other, agents
perform optimization and send out the new set-points at t = 2 s. The maximum
communication delay between each two agents is assumed to be 40 ms, which is
less than update intervals of the control system (5 s).

Figure 3.6: Case 1: Variation of the injected active powers at PCCs for different
approaches. Blue: distributed approach, magenta: centralized approach, green: VDM :
(a) AC grid 1, (b) AC grid 2, (c) AC grid 3, (d) offshore wind farm.

Table 3.4: Case 1: Objective function and DC loss for different approaches

Objective function
DC Loss (MW)

Distributed OPC
0.905
0.132

Centralized OPC
0.891
0.128

VDM
0.980
0.142

The injected powers at PCCs are shown in Figure 3.6. As can be seen, both
OPC approaches reduces the deviation of Ppcc,3 . Also, the maximum voltage limit
is fulfilled as shown in Figure 3.7. The converters have increased the DC voltages
close to upper limit in order to minimize the DC loss. The differences between
DC voltages are very small, however, these voltages are not equal in order to

3.6. Results and discussion
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Figure 3.7: Case 1: Variation of the DC voltages at DC buses for different approaches.
Blue: distributed approach, magenta: centralized approach, green: VDM : (a) DC bus 1,
(b) DC bus 2, (c) DC bus 3, (d) wind farm DC bus.

transfer power between buses. The values of the DC loss and objective functions
are shown in Table 3.4. Based on this table, both OPC approaches minimize the
objective function. However, centralized OPC has slightly better result, because in
the distributed optimization, agents do not have access to all information, therefore,
the results will reach the optimum if the agents have enough time for a large number
of iterations, but since the control system is tracking the changes and does not have
enough time, only a limited number of iteration (100) is applied. The difference
between values of the objective functions of centralized and decentralized methods
(gap) as a function of number of iterations is shown in Table 3.5. It must be noted
that in order to show the effect of OPC, it is supposed that the operating point is
not at optimum before t = 2 s.
Table 3.5: Case 1: Difference between objective functions as a function of number of
iterations.

Gap

3.6.2

100 iterations
0.014

500 iterations
0.006

1000 iterations
0.004

Case 2: ramp change in the wind

This case involves the study of a gradual ramp change in the wind. The initial
conditions are the same as in Case 1. The ramp change starts at t = 1 s and ends
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at t = 11 s, resulting in extracting 119.9 MW from the wind farm. Agent 4 informs
other agents that the wind has been changed. At t = 2 s agents start optimizing
and each 5 seconds update the set-points. At t = 11 s, since there is no more
wind variations, agents stop recalculating the set-points. The results are shown in
Figures 3.8-3.9. As can be seen both OPCs have decreased the deviation of Ppcc,3 .
The overall value of the objective function after the variation of wind has ended are
shown in Table 3.6. Centralized OPC has reduced the value of objective function
and also the DC losses slightly more than distributed OPC, as we expected. Both
approaches have followed the variation of wind and have decreased the value of
objective function compared to VDM.

(a)

-0.3

(b)

Ppcc,2 [pu]

Ppcc,1 [pu]

-0.2
-0.4

-0.5

-0.3
-0.4

-0.6

-0.5
1 2

7

12

17

1 2

Time (s)
(c)

7

12

17

12

17

Time (s)
(d)
1.2

Ppcc,4 [pu]

Ppcc,3 [pu]

-0.1
-0.15
-0.2

1.15
1.1
1.05

-0.25
1
-0.3
1 2

7

12

17

Time [s]

1 2

7

Time [s]

Figure 3.8: Case 2: Variation of the injected active powers at PCCs for different
approaches. Blue: distributed approach, magenta: centralized approach, green: VDM :
(a) AC grid 1, (b) AC grid 2, (c) AC grid 3, (d) wind farm.

Table 3.6: Case 2: Objective function and DC loss for different approaches

Objective function
DC Loss (MW)

Distributed OPC
0.550
0.0836

Centralized OPC
0.542
0.0826

VDM
0.602
0.0968
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Figure 3.9: Case 2: Variation of the DC voltages at DC buses for different approaches.
Blue: distributed approach, magenta: centralized approach, green: VDM : (a) DC bus 1,
(b) DC bus 2, (c) DC bus 3, (d) wind farm DC bus .

3.6.3

Case 3: disconnection of a converter

Disconnection of a converter can be a large contingency in the MTDC system. If a
converter is disconnected, its injected power is immediately reduced to zero, and the
local DC voltage is no longer controlled. In this case, the agent system installed on
the converter informs adjacent agents that the converter is out. Immediately after
the disconnection, the other agents on VDM control establish power-DC voltage
balance. After receiving the signal from the other agents, they carry out the
OPC and the system operates at optimum operating point again. In this case the
communication graph is changed and the agent on the disconnected graph performs
as a relay to send the information to its adjacent neighbors.
In this case, at t = 1 s converter 2 is disconnected, causing the voltage of the
system to increase. The wind farm continues to inject 100 MW to the MTDC
system. As can be seen in Figure 3.10, in this case, the communication graph can
be considered as a three-edge graph and e14 represents the edge between nodes 1
and 4, resulting from omitting agent 2. At t = 2 s agents have already received the
signal from agent 2 and send out the updated set-points. The injected powers at
PCCs are shown in Figure 3.11. As can be seen, the deviation of Ppcc,3 from its
scheduled value in both OPC approaches is smaller than VDM. The DC voltages
are shown in Figure 3.12. Objective function values and the DC loss of the system
are given in Table 3.7. Both OPC approaches has smaller values compared to VDM,
as we expect.
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Agent 1

e13

Agent 3

e12

G1
e34

Agent 2

Agent 1

e24

e13

Agent 4

Agent 3

G2

e14

e34

Agent 4

Figure 3.10: The new communication graph in the MAS system after disconnection of
converter 2.

Figure 3.11: Case 3: Variation of the injected active powers at PCCs for converters 1
and 3 for different approaches. Blue: distributed approach, magenta: centralized approach,
green: VDM.
Table 3.7: Case 3: Objective function and DC loss for different approaches

Objective function
DC Loss (MW)

3.7

Distributed OPC
0.449
0.0701

Centralized OPC
0.445
0.0689

VDM
0.468
0.0991

Summary

In this chapter, a multi-agent-based optimal control has been proposed to follow
the variations of wind in the offshore wind farms connected to the MTDC system
and minimizes the loss in the DC grid and converters. The control system can
minimize the deviations of the injected active powers from AC grids to the MTDC
system from their scheduled values. The OPC uses a central approach but in
case the central agent does not work, switches to a distributed approach. The
communication delays between the agents have been considered in this study. Both
approaches were simulated in the case studies and it has been shown that the

3.7. Summary
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Figure 3.12: Case 3: Variation of DC voltages of converters 1, 3 and 4 for different
approaches. Blue: distributed approach, magenta: centralized approach, green: VDM.

proposed controller can perform well following step and ramp changes in the wind.
Further, it handles contingencies in the DC grid, like disconnection of a converter,
in a satisfactory manner.
It must be noted that in this study we supposed that DC voltage limits in
max
min
contingency mode and in wind variation mode are equal (Vdc
and Vdc
). We
made this assumption to show larger deviations and show the effectiveness of
the control strategy more. However, agents have the capability to recognize the
contingency mode from wind variation mode. We propose to define two different
DC voltage limits for these two modes, such that there is a margin between these
two limits and the limits for contingency mode are wider.
It must be noted that considering the definition of the objective function in this
study, the optimization problem is a trade-off between minimizing the loss in the
DC grid and converters and the deviation from the scheduled powers. One can
always select different weights in order to achieve different goals. By increasing the
weights of the deviation terms, the DC loss will be minimized less (and vice versa).
The principle based on which the weights are being selected can be studied further.
Moreover, the optimal values of the probabilities based on which the agents run
the optimization, can be studied further to minimize the communication between
agents.

Chapter 4

AC-DC Transmission Expansion Planning
4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters of this thesis we discussed the control of an MTDC system.
But in order to control the MTDC system, we need first to have a an MTDC system
to control and we need first to plan it. As we mentioned in Section 1.8, the preferred
topology is one of the important issues in an MTDC system. We address this issue
in an AC-DC expansion planning study. In this study we consider also possible
expansions in the AC grids connected to the MTDC system.
In this chapter we derive a methodology to find an optimized topology of the
MTDC network. The overall objective of this study is to minimize the amount of
wind spillage, considering the reliability and rating of the DC cables and at the
same time minimizing the investment cost. Also, the impact of MTDC network
topology on reinforcing connected AC networks have been studied. Accordingly,
the contributions of this study are:

• It proposes a two-stage stochastic mixed-integer second order cone program
(MISOCP) to model the trade-off between investment in AC and MTDC
networks.

• A parallelized Benders decomposition algorithm (P-BDA) is developed to
solve the two-stage MISOCP model.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the
network modeling framework. In Section 4.3, the optimization problem is described.
In Section 4.4 the scenario generation algorithms are presented. In Section 4.5,
P-BDA is explained. The case studies along with the numerical results are provided
in Section 4.6 and Section 4.7. Finally, Section 4.8 concludes the chapter. A list of
acronyms and symbols used in this chapter can be found in Appendix C.
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AC-DC transmission network model

Figure 4.1 shows an (m + n)-terminal MTDC network connected to n AC networks,
m offshore wind farms and k offshore platforms. In Figure 4.1, the topology of the
MTDC network needs to be optimally designed. Offshore platforms can be installed
in order to place converters or DC switchyards on them but their investment cost is
normally very high. Note that since the topology is not decided yet, the candidate
platforms and candidate DC cables have been shown with dashed lines, i.e. they can
be planned. Since only the steady-state operation of the network is of interest in this
MTDC network
PF1

WF1

PFk

WFm

AC networks

Offshore wind farms

AC1

ACn

Figure 4.1: An n-terminal MTDC network. P F k: DC platform k, W F m: wind farm m.

study, the DC cables are modeled as resistances. Wind farms are considered as a
source injecting the active power to the MTDC network. Wind farms can be located
close to each other as well as being located far from each other geographically. In
this study, the extracted power from wind farms are modeled by time-series and it
is supposed that the active powers of wind farms are constant during each hour of
operation. If for any reason, the transmission capacity for transferring wind energy
is not enough, we need to curtail the extra wind energy.

4.2.1

AC and DC network model

Figure 4.2 shows the equivalent model for an AC line. The active and reactive
power balance equations for bus i can be written as
X
X
pgi − pdi =
MP Q (i, l)prl +
Mo (i, l)pol
(4.1a)
l∈Ni

qgi − qdi =

X
l∈Ni

l∈Ni

MP Q (i, l)qrl +

X

Mo (i, l)qol − Bi vi 2

(4.1b)

l∈Ni

where MP Q (i, l) is an |I|×|L| matrix. If bus i is the receiving end of line l, MP Q (i, l)
is equal to −1, if it is the sending end, it is equal to 1 and if it is not connected
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jT sl

vrl e

psl  jqsl

Rl

jB

jX l

jT rl

prl  jqrl

jB

Figure 4.2: π model of an AC line l.

its equal to 0. Mo (i, l) is an |I| × |L| matrix. If bus i is the sending end of line l,
Mo (i, l) is equal to 1, otherwise is 0.
The active and reactive power losses are:
prl 2 + qrl 2
Rl , ∀l
v rl 2
pr 2 + qrl 2
Xl , ∀l.
= l
v rl 2

pol =

(4.2a)

qol

(4.2b)

The voltage drop across the line is written as:
vsl ejθsl = vr l ejθr l +

pr l − jqr l
(Rl + jXl ), ∀l.
vr l e−jθr l

(4.3)

The magnitude and the imaginary parts of (4.3) are:
2Rl prl + 2Xl qrl + Rl pol + Xl qol = wsl − wrl , ∀l
vsl vrl sin(θl ) = Xl prl − Rl qrl , ∀l

(4.4a)
(4.4b)

where θl = θsl − θrl .
The nonconvex constraints (4.2) can be relaxed to the following second-order
cone constraints:
k(2prl , 2qrl , p̂ol − wrl )k2 ≤ p̂ol + wrl , ∀l
k(2prl , 2qrl , q̂ol − wrl )k2 ≤ q̂ol + wrl , ∀l

(4.5)
(4.6)

where pol = p̂ol Rl and qol = q̂ol Xl . The nonconvex constraint (4.4b) can be
convexified using the following proposed techniques. Assuming small phase angle
difference (i.e. small |θl |) and defining vl = vsl vrl then we have vsl vrl sin(θl ) ≈ vl θl .
The bilinear terms vsl vrl and vl θl can be written as
1
1
(v l − v l ), vl θl = (ul − ul ), ∀l
4
4
v l = (vsl + vrl )2 , v l = (vsl − vrl )2 , ∀l
vsl vrl =

2

2

ul = (vl + θl ) , ul = (vl − θl ) , ∀l.

(4.7a)
(4.7b)
(4.7c)
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The nonconvex constraints (4.7b)- (4.7c) can be relaxed as:
(vsl + vrl )2 ≤ v l ≤ V l , (vsl − vrl )2 ≤ v l ≤ V l , ∀l
2

2

(vl + θl ) ≤ ul ≤ U l , (vl − θl ) ≤ ul ≤ U l , ∀l

(4.8a)
(4.8b)

where V l ,V l ,U l ,U l are upperbound for variables v l ,v l ,ul ,ul , respectively.
We can also use higher order terms in Taylor expansion of the sinusoidal function
to improve the approximation:
sin(θl ) = θl −

θl 3
θl 5
+
+ . . . , ∀l.
3
120

(4.9a)

The resulting bilinear terms will be reformulated and relaxed using the same
principle as explained above.
Now consider a DC cable shown in Figure 4.3. Contrary to the model presented
for AC line, we do not consider DC capacitors and inductors. The reason is that
we are considering the expansion planning problem in this chapter and we are
interested in the steady-state of the system.

vrm

vsm

prm
Rm
Figure 4.3: Model of a DC cable m.

The squared voltage difference at each DC cable is:
wsm − wsr = (2prm + pom )Rm , ∀m.

(4.10)

The loss in a DC cable can be written as:
pom =

p rl 2
Rm , ∀m.
v rm 2

(4.11)

Defining p̂om = pom /Rm , constraint (4.11) can be relaxed to the following standard
second-order cone constraint:
k(2prm , p̂om − wrm )k2 ≤ p̂om + wrm , ∀m.
The active power balance at DC bus j is as follows:
X
X
pj = −
MPDC (j, m)prm −
MoDC (j, m)pom , ∀j
m∈Nj

(4.12)

(4.13)

m∈Nj

where MPDC (j, m) and MoDC (j, m) are incidence matrices like MP Q (i, l) and
Mo (i, l) but for the MTDC network.
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jX h

Conv. h

pconvh ,qconvh

pj

MTDC
network

Figure 4.4: The connection between MTDC and points of common coupling (PCCs) of
AC networks and offshore wind farm.

The connection between AC networks and the MTDC network is shown in
Figure 4.4. For the DC bus j which is connected to converter h we can write:
pj = pconvh + po,h , ∀h.

(4.14)

It is assumed that the converter active power loss is equal to a percentage of the
injected active power from AC network to converter, i.e. po,h = Υh pconvh . The
equivalent resistance and reactance of the phase reactor and transformer is modeled
like an AC line as explained above. Assuming an ideal capability curve for converter
h, we can write the following quadratic cone constraint:
k(pconvh , qconvh )k2 ≤ Shmax , ∀h.

4.3

(4.15)

The transmission planning model

Considering the aims of this study, the wind spillage and the investment costs
are taken into account in the objective function. Different factors can lead to
wind spillage: among them, rating of the cables and converters, cable outages and
capability of connected AC networks in absorbing this energy.
Wind farms do not always operate at their maximum capacity. Therefore,
depending on the network codes and other factors, the equipments can be
dimensioned lower, equal or even higher than the nominal rating of wind farms.
Needless to say, the rating strategies directly affect the wind spillage. It is worth
mentioning that although HVDC cables can handle overload over a specific time,
this capability is not considered in this study for the sake of simplicity.
Another concept which needs to be considered is the availability of the cables
and converters. The network should be designed such that it can fulfil N − 1
contingency criterion. A transmission element can be out of service for a certain
period of time and this can affect the operation of the MTDC network and the
network operator may need to curtail some wind power. For example, outage of
DC cables may lead to decreased transfer capacity from wind farms to onshore
AC networks. Since the cables are buried in the sea bed, their repair normally
takes longer time than onshore cables and overhead lines. Therefore, the reliability
measures must be considered in the transmission planning phase.
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To formulate the planning problem, we define a binary |M | × 1 vector β for the
candidate DC cables. βm = 1 means the DC cable m should be built while βm = 0
means it should not be built. Using the same principle, we define ζl as a binary
variable for candidate AC line l.
If there are more than two cables connected at a point, we need switchyard
stations and since no undersea switchyard is available, we need to build an offshore
platform. To decide the candidate platforms we define an |J| × 1 binary vector α.
Then for every candidate platform j we have:
(
1
αj =
0

P

βm ≥ 3
,
otherwise
m∈Nj

(4.16)

which implies that if more than three cables are connected to bus j, an offshore
platform should be invested in at bus j. The rating of the DC cables and converters
are another factor to be decided in the planning optimization problem. Since the
vendors propose equipment with specific ratings, the rating cannot be considered
as a continuous variable of optimization. Therefore, it should be considered either
as a discrete variable which accepts only specific values or to be considered as an
input to the planning optimization problem. We suppose that we have |D| different
ratings available for MTDC equipments. For a DC cable we can write:
pcm ∈ Pc , ∀m.

(4.17)

There will be a corresponding cost set for the rating set above. Therefore, cost of
cable m (per length unit) will be:
cm ∈ D, ∀m.

(4.18)

Since each element can have only one rating, we define a |M | × |D| binary matrix
γ, such that
cm = γm1 Dm1 + ... + γm|D| Dm|D| , ∀m
X
γmb = 1.

(4.19a)
(4.19b)

b∈B

The cost of cable m, which would be a part of the objective function, will be
βm cm Lm which is a bilinear term. We define a new variable ĉm such that
ĉm = βm cm , ∀m.

(4.20)

To linearize 4.20 using disjunctive linearization technique, we write the equations
as
− (1 − βm )Π5,m ≤ ĉm − cm ≤ (1 − βm )Π5,m , ∀m
− βm Π5,m ≤ ĉm ≤ βm Π5,m , ∀m.

(4.21a)
(4.21b)

4.3. The transmission planning model
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If cable m is not invested, βm = 0 and the investment cost of cable m (ĉm ) would
be equal to zero and if βm = 1, this cable will be invested and the investment cost
can be found from (4.19).
Note that length of DC cables can be variable too, but in this study it is supposed
that the length of all DC cables are fixed and the geographical locations of candidate
offshore platforms are known.
The resulting MISOCP model for AC-DC transmission expansion planning is
formulated in (4.22):
Minimize ρϕ (
x,y

X

((Pwj,t − pj )Cws + pgi Cgi ))+

ϕ,t,j

(

X

ĉm Lm +

X
j

m∈Mk

X

αj CP Fj +

ζl C l )

(4.22a)

l∈Lk

subject to :
• Power balance constraints:
pgi − pdi − pconv,h =

X

X

MP Q (i, l)prl +

l∈Ni

qgi − qdi − qconv,h =

X

Mo (i, l)pol , ∀i

(4.22b)

l∈Ni

MP Q (i, l)qrl +

l∈Ni

X

Mo (i, l)qol − Bi vi 2 , ∀i

l∈Ni

(4.22c)
pj =

X

X

MPDC (j, m)prm +

m∈Nj

MoDC (j, m)pom , ∀j

(4.22d)

m∈Nj

• AC and DC loss constraints:
k(2prl , 2qrl , p̂ol − wrl )k2 ≤ p̂ol + wrl , ∀l
k(2prl , 2qrl , q̂ol − wrl )k2 ≤ q̂ol + wrl , ∀l
k(2prm , p̂om − wrm )k2 ≤ p̂om + wrm , ∀m
pj = pconvh − Υh pconvh , ∀h

(4.22e)
(4.22f)
(4.22g)
(4.22h)

• Voltage drop constraints:
1
(ul − ul ), ∀l
4
(vsl + vrl )2 ≤ v l ≤ V l , (vsl − vrl )2 ≤ v l ≤ V l , ∀l
Xl pol − Rl qol =
2

2

(vl + θl ) ≤ ul ≤ U l , (vl − θl ) ≤ ul ≤ U l , ∀l

(4.22i)
(4.22j)
(4.22k)
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• Transmission flow constraints for AC lines and DC cables:

− (1 − ζl )Π1l ≤ prl −

1
Xl
2 ( 4 (ul − ul ))+
Rl + Xl
2

Rl
(wsl − wrl − Rl pol − Xl qol ) ≤ (1 − ζl )Π1l ,
Rl + Xl 2
∀l ∈ Lk
2

− ζl P rl ≤ prl ≤ ζl P rl , ∀l ∈ Lk
1
−Rl
− (1 − ζl )Π2l ≤ qrl − 2
( (ul − ul ))+
Rl + Xl 2 4
Xl
(wsl − wrl − Rl pol − Xl qol ) ≤ (1 − ζl )Π2l , ∀l ∈ Lk
2
Rl + Xl 2
− ζl Π2l ≤ qrl ≤ ζl Π2l , ∀l ∈ Lk
1 ws − wrm
− Rm p̂om )
− (1 − βm )Π3m ≤ prm − ( m
2
Rm
≤ (1 − βm )Π3m , ∀m ∈ Mk
− βm pcm ≤ prm ≤ βm pcm , ∀m ∈ Mk

(4.22l)
(4.22m)

(4.22n)
(4.22o)

(4.22p)
(4.22q)

• DC cables contingency constraint:
βm ≤ Θ(ϕ,t,m) , ∀m ∈ Mk

(4.22r)

• Offshore platforms planning constraints:
X

βm ≤ 2 + Π4j αj , ∀j

(4.22s)

βm ≥ 3 − Π4j (1 − αj ), ∀j

(4.22t)

m∈Nj

X
m∈Nj

• DC cables rating constraints:
− (1 − βm )Π5,m ≤ ĉm − cm ≤ (1 − βm )Π5,m , ∀m
− βm Π5,m ≤ ĉm ≤ βm Π5,m , ∀m
cm = γm1 Dm1 + ... + γm|D| Dm|D| , ∀m

(4.22u)
(4.22v)
(4.22w)

4.3. The transmission planning model
X

γm b = 1
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(4.22x)

b∈B

• Generation constraints:
P gi ≤ pgi ≤ P gi , ∀i

(4.22y)

Qg ≤ qgi ≤ Qgi , ∀i

(4.22z)

i

• Bus voltage constraints:
2

V 2i ≤ wi ≤ V i , ∀i
2
j

V ≤ wj ≤ V

2
j,

∀j

(4.22aa)
(4.22ab)

• Converter power constraint:
kpconvh , qconvh k2 ≤ Shmax ∀h

(4.22ac)

The first term of the objective function represents cost of wind spillage. It
represents the difference between the cost of the power wind farm is delivering and
its maximum available power at time t and scenario ϕ. The second term represents
the cost of power generated by generators in AC grids. It also includes the cost
of the power generated by dummy generators (value of lost load). Cgi is a very
large number for dummy generators. Note that all these costs are multiplied by the
probability of each scenario (ρϕ ), which will be explained in Section 4.4. The next
three terms in the objective function represent the investment costs of DC cables,
offshore platforms and AC lines, respectively.
In constraints, Π1 -Π5 are suitably large constants and parameters with underline
and overline symbols represent lower and upper bounds of the corresponding
variables, respectively. Constraints (4.22l) and (4.22m) represent the active
power through AC line l, using disjunctive linearization technique. If the line
is being invested (ζl = 1), based on (4.22l), the active power will be equal to
Xl
l
( 1 (ul − ul )) + Rl 2R+X
2 (wsl − wrl − Rl pol − Xl qol ), which is achieved from
Rl 2 +Xl 2 4
l
(4.4a)-(4.4b). Also, based on (4.22m), it would be bounded in the acceptable power
range of the line. If the line is not being invested in (ζl = 0), the power through the
line is zero and voltage angles would be free variables. Constraints (4.22n)-(4.22q)
are written for reactive power in AC line l and active power in DC cable m, using
the same principle. Θ(ϕ,t,m) is a binary parameter, which is 0 during the hours
which DC cable m is out of service in each scenario.
Using the same discussion, (4.16) can be represented by (4.22s)-(4.22t) and
(4.20) can be writen as (4.22u)-(4.22v). x and y are vectors of optimization variables
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Algorithm 4.1 Generating contingency scenario for each DC cable
Put the time counter (t) equal to 0.
Randomly generate u1 ∼ U (0, 1) and u2 ∼ U (0, 1), and obtain tF and tR from
(4.24).
3: From min(NT , t + 1) to min(NT , round(t + tF )), Θ(ϕ,t,m) = 1.
4: From min(NT , round(t + tF + 1)) to min(NT , round(t + tF + tR )), Θ(ϕ,t,m) = 0.
5: Put t equal to: min(round(t + tF + tR + 1), NT ).

1:
2:

which are defined as:
x =(pol , qol , prl , qrl , pom , prm , pgi , qgi , pconvh , qconvh , poh , qoh , vl , v l , v l ,
ul , ul , θl , wi , wj )
(4.23a)
y =(α, β, ζ, γ)
(4.23b)
where x is the vector of operation variables and y is the vector of binary variables.

4.4
4.4.1

Scenario generation algorithms
Contingency scenario generation

In order to study the effect of contingencies on the wind spillage, we define
contingency scenarios on the DC cables. To do that, we need to introduce time to
failure (tF ) and the time to repair (tR ) as
tF = M T T F × Ln(u1 )
tR = M T T R × Ln(u2 )

(4.24a)
(4.24b)

where u1 and u2 are random variables, M T T F and M T T R are mean time to failure
and the mean time to repair, respectively. In order to generate the contingency
scenarios, the algorithm proposed in [102] has been used (see Algorithm 4.1).

4.4.2

Wind power and load scenario generation

Wind and load have stochastic natures and their modeling is important for planning
of the MTDC network, since the rating of the transmission elements should be
chosen according to it. In this study, sample time series for wind power and load
are acquired from Nordpool and based on them, scenarios are generated using
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model [60,61]. These scenarios
try to mimic the same behavior of the original time series.
Finally all generated scenarios are put together and since there is a large number
of scenarios, which makes the calculation cumbersome, scenario reduction technique
is used and some scenarios along with their probabilities are chosen.

4.5. Parallelized Benders decomposition algorithm (P-BDA)

4.5
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Parallelized Benders decomposition algorithm (P-BDA)

Benders decomposition algorithm (BDA) is a mathematical technique used for
tackling problems with complicating variables [103,104]. Complicating variable is a
variable which if fixed, the problem will be decomposed into a series of subproblems
which can be solved easier (and hopefully in parallel).
Consider the minimization problem (19). The BDA transforms this problem to
a master problem (MP) and several subproblems (SP). We divide the variables to
complicating variable (y) and non-complicating variable (x). First, an initial value
(y (r) ) is given to the complicating variable and the SP is solved over x:
SP : M inimize f (x, y, ϕ, t)
x,y

subject to: constraints in (4.21) and y = y (r) .

(4.25)

Note that SPs are not a function of scenarios. Solving SP, x(r) and λ(r) (the
dual variable vector associated with y = y (r) ) will be found. Then we form and
solve the following MP:
M P :M inimize ψ(y)
y

subject to:
ψ(y) ≥ ψ
ψ(y) ≥ f (y (r) , x(r) )+

X (r)
X X (r)
(r)
(r)

λ1,j (αj − αj ) +
λ2,m (βm − βm
)+
ϕ

j

m∈Mk

!
X
m∈Mk

(r)
λ3,m (γm

(r)
− γm
)+

X

(r)
λ4,l (ζl

−

(r)
ζl )

(4.26)

l∈Lk

where ψ is lower bound for ψ and the second constraint in (4.26) is called the
Benders cut. By solving the MP, the value of y (r) is updated and will be substituted
in the SP and this process continues until a desirable error is achieved. One of the
advantages of BDA is that it is possible to decompose the SPs on scenarios. Each SP
is solved over one scenario and sends out the marginal value and objective function
value to the MP (see Figure 4.5). These independent SPs then can be solved using
parallel computation methods. The block-diagram of P-BDA is shown in Figure
4.5.
Remark 1 (convergence): The convergence proof for application of BDA on
MISOCP can be found in [104]. Based on this, if the Benders subproblem in MINLP
is convex for fixed complicating variables, the generalized Benders decomposition
converges to a solution. This is the case in this study. Moreover, the subproblem
must be strictly feasible. To assure its strict feasibility, we allow load curtailment.
To do that a dummy generation is added as a penalty to the objective function. As
a result the MISOCP will be strongly feasible.
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y (r) ,\ (r)

x(r) , O (r)
SP1

SPI

Figure 4.5: Block diagram of the proposed P-BDA.

Remark 2 (finite convergence): Considering Remark 1 and the fact that
complicating variables belong to a finite discrete set, P-BDA converges to the
solution in finite number of steps [104].
Remark 3 (Benders cut): The Benders cut in (4.26) is derived from
generalized Bender decomposition [104] as explained in [103, 105].

4.6

Illustrative case study

In this study we consider a four-terminal MTDC network. Two terminals are
connected to the wind farms and two other terminals are connected to AC networks.
The single line diagram of the network is shown in Figure 4.6. Dashed lines
demonstrate the candidate DC cables. Candidate offshore platforms can be
installed on the DC buses. The generators data and cost of cables, converters and
platforms for two power ratings are shown in Appendix A in Tables A.4 and A.5.
These costs are extracted from [65]. As can be seen, converter stations and offshore
platforms entail a significant cost. The time frame of the simulation is 43800 hours
(5 years). 1000 scenarios have been generated. Afterwards, the number of scenarios
has been reduced to 50 scenarios. Topology of AC networks is shown in Figure 4.6.
The cost of the wind spillage is assumed to be 100 $/MWh [102]. Value of lost load
is assumed to be 10000 $/MWh.
We discuss the following cases for the planning of this AC-DC network.

4.6.1

Case 1: connection of MTDC network to AC networks
and wind farms: no reliability consideration

In this case, we suppose that MTDC network is connected to two AC networks
which have limitations in receiving energy extracted from the wind. Nine DC
cables, four offshore platforms (at buses B2, B3, B6 and B7) and seven AC lines
are considered as candidates for expansion planning. The DC cables are assumed

4.6. Illustrative case study
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B9
B4
B1

B2

B3
B11

WF1

AC grid 1

AC grid 2

B12
B7

B6

B5

B8

WF2

MTDC system

B14

B13

Figure 4.6: An four-terminal MTDC network connected to two AC networks. The lines
and platforms shown with dash are the candidate lines and platforms. Lengths of all
horizontal DC cables are 100 km and lengths of all vertical DC cables are 50 km. Also,
lengths of all AC candidate lines are 60 km.

to be fully reliable. The result of the optimization is shown in Figure 4.7. The
rating of the cables are shown using r1 and r2 beside each cable. As can be seen in

B10

B9
B4

r2

B3

B11

B2

B1

r2

r2

r2

r2

WF1

AC grid 1

AC grid 2

B12

r2
B8

B7

B6

B5

WF2

MTDC system

B14

B13

Figure 4.7: Case1: The optimised topology resulted from solving the MISOCP for fully
reliable DC cables.

this figure, one of the candidate AC lines must be planned. Therefore, in order to
minimize the wind spillage some investment need to be done in the connected AC
networks. For the MTDC grid, the optimization yields the radial topology.
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4.6.2

Case 2: connection of MTDC network to AC networks
and wind farms: DC cables low reliability

In this case we add the reliability issues to the planning, i.e. we assume that the
DC cables are not fully reliable and they may face the risk of outage.
Case 2 − 1: To produce the outage scenarios, the following parameters are
selected: M T T F = 80, M T T R = 100. The result is shown in Figure 4.8. As
can be seen, in this case in addition to previous DC cables, one new DC cable
(B1 − B5) must be planned too. Moreover, considering that offshore platforms are
already installed at the location of wind farms, no additional offshore platforms
were invested in.
B10

B9
B4

r2

B3

B11

B2

B1

r2

r2

AC grid 1

WF1

r1
r2

AC grid 2

B12

r2

B7

r2
B6

B5

B8

WF2

MTDC system

B14

B13

Figure 4.8: Case 2: The optimised topology resulted from solving the MISOCP.

Case 2 − 2: Now suppose that DC cables are not 100 percent reliable and we
force the network to have the topology given in Case 1. The wind spillage, loss and
investment cost in all cases are shown in Table 4.1. As can be seen in Case 2 − 2
wind spillage is more than Case 2 − 1 due to reliability issues. The investment of
Case 2 − 1 is higher than investment cost in Case 2 − 2 and this is the money we
pay for the reliability.
Table 4.1: Wind spillage, loss and investment cost of all cases of illustrative case study.

Case

Wind Spillage
(MWh)

Loss
(MWh)

Green field investment cost
(M $)

Case 1
Case 2 − 1
Case 2 − 2

4.2 × 105
3.7 × 106
5.3 × 106

9.8 × 105
1.6 × 106
3.5 × 105

765
798
765
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Numerical case study

In this case, we connect the MTDC network to IEEE 118-bus network [106]. The
IEEE 118-bus network, has 118 buses and 186 branches. The AC network is
connected to MTDC network in 2 locations, i.e. buses 1 and 40 (see Figure 4.9).
We assume that there are 6 candidate AC lines to be invested. The candidate lines
are shown in Table 4.2. These lines are in parallel with some of the existing lines.
Also, we suppose that the upper and lower bound for AC voltage is 1.1 p.u. and
0.9 p.u., respectively. The upper bound for active power of AC lines is supposed to
be 1.2 p.u. Number of scenarios are like illustrative case study.
B1
B4

B3

B2

B1

WF1

IEEE 118-bus
system

B40

B7

B8

B6

B5

WF2

MTDC system
AC system

Figure 4.9: Connection of the MTDC network to buses 1 and 40 of the modified IEEE
118-bus network.

Table 4.2: Candidate lines in the IEEE 118-bus network.

Line
187
188
189
190
191
192

from bus
8
9
15
1
30
40

to bus
9
10
17
3
40
41

R
0.0024
0.0025
0.0132
0.0129
0.0079
0.0145

X
0.0305
0.0322
0.0437
0.0424
0.086
0.0487

B
1.1620
1.23
0.0444
0.0108
0.908
0.0122

invested
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y

The optimal topology of the AC network is reported in Table IV. AC lines 187,
188 , 190 and 192 are invested in. For the DC side, the optimal topology is shown
in Figure 4.10. The proposed MISOCP model is solved using the P-BDA.
As can be seen, four of the candidate AC lines have been selected and in the
MTDC network DC cables B2 − B6 and B3 − B7 are not selected. Also, no
additional offshore platforms (beside wind farm platforms) is invested in. In spite
of considering the reliability issues in the network (similar to Case 2), by investing
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B1
B4

B1

B2

B3

WF1

IEEE 118-bus
system

B40

B7

B8

B6

B5

WF2

MTDC system
AC system

Figure 4.10: Optimal topology for MTDC network connected to modified IEEE 118-bus
network.

in some of the candidate AC lines, we do not need to invest in all possible DC
cables. It must be noted that locations of candidate AC lines and the locations
of PCC between MTDC and AC network affect the result of the optimization.
The evolution of Benders bounds in P-BDA is shown in Figure 4.11. The optimal
solution is attained in 8 iterations. The CPU time for P-BDA is 175 seconds, while
for standard BDA is 1152 seconds.

104

Objective function value (M$)

5

4
Upper bound

3

2
Lower bound
1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Iteration

Figure 4.11: Evolution of Benders upper and lower bounds for the IEEE 118-bus case
study.
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Summary

In this chapter, AC-DC transmission planning considering an MTDC network has
been discussed. The goal is to find a topology which maximizes the wind energy
transfer from offshore farms to onshore networks, while minimizing investment cost.
The MTDC network was considered as greenfield, i.e. we want to decide its topology
prior to building it. The planning problem was modeled as a two-stage MISOCP
problem and it was solved using parallelized Benders decomposition algorithm.
The proposed two-stage MISOCP and the P-BDA are tested on an illustrative
case study and modified IEEE 118-bus network. It was shown that the P-BDA has
a satisfactory performance.

Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work
5.1

Conclusion

This thesis has discussed the issues regarding the primary control, secondary control
and AC-DC expansion planning of the multi-terminal high-voltage direct-current
(MTDC) systems.
In Chapter 2, primary control of an MTDC system was discussed. A sliding
mode controller was designed for an MTDC system. The SMC controller was
compatible with VDM and VMM. The results have been compared with systems
controlled by VMM and VDM controllers. It was shown that the response of an
MTDC system with SMC is very fast and with small oscillations. Moreover, it
is less sensitive to the changes in the SCR, the operating point and the topology
of the system. Then, a MAS controller was proposed for the MTDC system. It
was shown that this controller can bring the voltage of one converter back to its
pre-disturbance value and guarantee the distribution of power mismatch between
different converters according to their droop constants.
In Chapter 3, secondary control of an MTDC was discussed. An optimal
controller, based on MAS, has been proposed to follow the variations of the wind
in the offshore wind farms connected to the MTDC system and minimizes the
loss in the DC grid and converters. It was shown that the control system can
minimize the deviations of the injected active powers from AC grids to the MTDC
system from their scheduled values. The OPC uses a central approach but in
case the central agent does not work, switches to a distributed approach. The
communication delays between the agents have been considered in this study. Both
approaches were simulated in the case studies and it has been shown that the
proposed controller can perform well, following the step and ramp changes in the
wind. Further, it handles contingencies in the DC grid, like disconnection of a
converter, in a satisfactory manner.
In Chapter 4, the AC-DC transmission planning considering an MTDC network
was discussed. A methodology was presented to find a topology which maximizes
the wind energy transfer from offshore farms to onshore networks while minimizing
investment cost. The transmission planning problem was modeled as a two-stage
91
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MISOCP problem and it was solved using parallelized Benders decomposition
algorithm. It was shown that there is a trade off between minimizing wind energy
spillage and investment cost. Moreover, it was shown that the P-BDA can solve
the problem faster than branch and bound method.

5.2

Future Work

In Chapter 2, we proposed a control strategy based on a multi-agent system (MAS)
to control the DC voltage following a disturbance and to ensure that the current
mismatch is distributed among converters according to droop constants. We used
the injection model for this study. This strategy can be implemented on a more
detailed model like the model presented in Section 2.2 . Moreover, as seen in
the simulation results, the delay has a negative effect on the performance of MAS
control method. It would be interesting to study the effect of (time-varying) delays
on the stability of MAS control strategy.
In Chapter 3, we presented an optimal control strategy for the MTDC system.
In this study, we assumed that the droop constants of converters are remained
unchanged during the operation. However, one can consider these droop constants
as outputs of the optimization. Another possible extension would be considering
detailed models of AC grids in the study. Moreover, the optimization problem
presented in Chapter 3 is a trade-off between minimizing the loss in the DC grid
and converters and the deviation from the scheduled powers. One can always select
different weights in order to achieve different goals. The principle based on which
the weights are being selected can be studied further.
The optimal values of the probabilities, based on which the agents run the
optimization, can be studied further to minimize the communication between
agents. Another possible extension would be using machine learning algorithms,
e.g. reinforcement learning, to solve the optimization in an online manner.
In Chapter 4, we proposed a two-stage stochastic mixed-integer second order
cone program (MISOCP) for optimal expansion of both DC and AC networks.
To do this, we first modeled the optimization problem as a second order cone
programming (SOCP) problem. This formulation can be used for designing
the optimal controller developed in Chapter 3. We have studied this, without
considering a detailed model of AC grids, in publication C5. Moreover, another
approach for solving this problem can be multi-year formulation of this problem.
Also, supplementary controls (such as power oscillation damping (POD)) can
be developed for the converters to improve the dynamic performance of the
AC-DC system. The impact of the proposed control strategies in this thesis and
the aforementioned supplementary controls on the hybrid AC-DC system can be
studied.
Different market and operation issues can be considered in the MTDC system.
In the hourly operation of the system, balance between production and consumption
has to be kept continuously in an economical and reliable way, considering
production and transmission limits. The continuous balance is kept with frequency
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containment reserves (FCR) (frequency controlled power plants that keep enough
margins for this) which is distributed between power plants in different regions.
Used FCR are restored using frequency restoration reserves (FRR) which in the
market means accepted bids to the regulating market. In many systems there is also
an automatic generation control (AGC) system which automatically redistribute the
production in order to fulfil requirements concerning security limits and economic
generation. The question is how can FCR between the asynchronous AC systems
connected by an MTDC system be coordinated.

Appendix A: Parameters of the case studies
Parameters of the system used for case study 2.5.4
Table A.1: System parameters.

Parameter
Rdc (Ω/km)
Cdc (µF )
Ldc (mH/km)

Value
0.02
300
0.15

Parameter
r(Ω)
l(mH)

Value
2.65
80

Parameters of the system used for case study 2.7
Table A.2: Parameters of the system.

Parameters
Ci (i = 1, . . . , 4) (µF)
R12 , R34 (Ω)
R13 , R24 (Ω)

Value
123.79
0.0154
0.0015

Parameters of the system used for case study 3.6
Table A.3: Parameters of the system.

Parameters
rij (Ω/km)
ll,ij (mH/km)
cij (i = 1, . . . , 4) (µF/km)
Cconv,i (i = 1, . . . , 4) (µF)

Value
0.02
0.045
0.2104
75.0
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Parameters
Xt,i (pu)
Base Power (MVA)
DC base Voltage (kV)

Value
0.03
100.0
200.0
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Parameters of the system used for case study 4.6
Table A.4: Generator data in AC networks.

P gi (MW)
P gi (MW)
Qgi (MVAR)
Qg (MVAR)

B9
1000
0
100
-100

B10
1000
200
100
-100

B11
500
0
500
-500

B12
1000
0
100
-100

B13
100
0
100
-100

B14
1000
0
500
-500

i

Table A.5: Cost of the elements (M$) at 500 kV, for two capacities r1 and r2 MW

DC Cable (/km)
Offshore platform

r1 (1000) MW
0.66
190

r2 (2000) MW
1.2
285

Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 2.6.1
Proof. The closed loop dynamics of (2.50) with the controlled injected currents u
given by (2.54) are given by
" # "
#" # "
#
˙
V̂dc
−γLC
γLC − K V
K V V nom 1n×1
V̂dc
=
+
.
(A.1)
CK
−C(LR + K) Vdc
C Iˆinj
V̇dc
|
{z
}
,A

The characteristic equation of A is given by
0 = det(sI2n − A) =

sIn + γLC
−CK

−γLC + K V
sIn + C(LR + K)

= det ((sIn + γLC )(sIn + C(LR + K))

−γLC CK + K V CK
= det (γLC CLR + K V CK)

+s(C(LR + K) + γLC ) + s2 In , det(Q(s)).
The above equation has a solution only if xT Q(s)x = 0 for some x : kxk = 1. This
condition gives the following equation
0 = xT (γLC CLR + K V CK)x
{z
}
|
a0

+ s x (C(LR + K) + γLC )x +s2 |{z}
xT x ,
|
{z
}
T

a1

a2

which by the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion has all solutions s ∈ C− if and only
if ai > 0 for i = 0, 1, 2. By assumption, a2 = xT x = kxk = 1. It is easily verified
that a1 > 0 if


1
1
CLR + LR C + min Ci Ki > 0.
λmin
i
2
2
Clearly xT (LC CLR )x ≥ 0 for any x : kxk = 1 if and only if


1
1
λmin
LC CLR + LR CLC ≥ 0.
2
2
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Since the graphs corresponding to LR and LC are both assumed to be connected,
the only x for which xT (LC CLR )x = 0 is x = √1n [1, . . . , 1]T . Given this x =
√1 [1, . . . , 1]T , xT K V CKx = 1 K V C1 K1 > 0. Thus, a0 > 0 given that the above
n 1
n
inequality holds. Thus, under assumptions (2.55)–(2.56), A is Hurwitz, and thus
the closed loop system is stable.
Now consider the equilibrium of (A.1). Premultiplying the first n rows with 11×n
yields 0 = 11×n K V (V nom 1n×1 − Vdc ) = K1V (V nom − Vdc,1 ). Inserting this back to
the first n rows of (A.1) yields 0 = LC (Vdc − V̂dc ), implying that (Vdc − V̂dc ) = k1n×1 .
Inserting this in (2.54) gives u = K(Vdc − V̂dc ) = kK1n×1 . To obtain a bound on
the remaining voltages, we consider again the equilibrium of (A.1). The last n rows
of the equilibrium give
LR Vdc = K(V̂dc − Vdc ) + Iˆinj = I tot .

(A.2)

Let
Vdc =

n
X

ai wi ,

i=1

where wi is the i’th eigenvector of LR with the corresponding eigenvalue λi . Since
LR is symmetric, the eigenvectors {wi }ni=1 can be chosen so that they form an
orthonormal basis of Rn . Using the eigendecomposition of V above, we obtain the
following equation from (A.2):
LR V = LR

n
X

ai wi =

i=1

n
X

ai λi wi = I tot .

(A.3)

i=1

By premultiplying (A.3) with wk for k = 1, . . . , n, we obtain:
ak λk = wkT I tot ,
due to orthonormality of {wi }ni=1 . Hence, for i = 2, . . . , n we get
ak =

wkT I tot
.
λk

The
not determined by (A.3), since λ1 = 0. Denote ∆V =
Pn constant a1 is however
√1 1n×1 , Vdc,i − Vdc,j = ∆Vdc,i − ∆Vdc,j for any i, j ∈ V.
a
w
.
Since
w
=
i
i
1
i=2
n
Thus, the following bound is easily obtained:
|Vdc,i − Vdc,j | = |∆Vdc,i − ∆Vdc,j | ≤ 2 max |∆Vdc,i | = 2 k∆Vdc k∞
i

≤ 2 k∆Vdc k2 = 2

n
X
i=2

n
X
1
≤ 2I max
,
λ
i=2 i

≤2

ai wi
2

n
X
i=2

|ai | = 2

n
X
wiT I tot
λi
i=2
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where we have used the fact that kwi k2 = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n, and kxk∞ ≤ kxk2
for any x ∈ Rn . Since the upper bound on |Vdc,i − Vdc,j | is valid for any i, j ∈ V, it
is in particular valid for j = 1. Recalling that for the equilibrium V1 = V nom , the
desired inequality is obtained. Finally, inserting this expression for u in (2.50) at the
equilibrium, and premultiplying with 11×n C −1 gives 0 = 11×n Iˆinj + k11×n K1n×1 ,
Pn
Pn
which implies k = −( i=1 Iˆinj )/( i=1 Ki ), concluding the proof.

Appendix C: List of Symbols for Chapter 4

Indices

Sets

Symbol
i
l
j
m
h
d
ϕ
yr
I
L
Lk
J
M
Mk
Pc
D
Ni
Nj
CP F
Pωj,t
φ
T

Definition
AC buses.
AC lines.
DC buses.
DC cables.
AC/DC converters.
equipment ratings.
contingency scenario.
simulation year.
set of AC buses
set of AC lines.
set of candidate AC lines.
set of DC buses.
set of DC cables.
set of candidate DC cables.
set of available DC cables ratings.
set of costs of available DC cables ratings per km.
set of AC (including candidate) lines connected to
AC bus i.
set of DC (including candidate) cables connected to
DC bus j.
set of costs of available DC platform ratings.
set of available wind power at DC bus j at time t
set of contingency scenarios.
set of simulation hours.
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Appendix C: List of Symbols for Chapter 4

Bi
Rl
Xl
Rm
|I|
Cws
C gi
Xh
Xth
c1
Θ(ϕ,t,m)
Lm
Pwj,t
Shmax
Υh
pgi
pdi
p rl
q rl

Variables

pol
qol
vi
wi
vsl
v rl
θs l
θ rl

susceptance at AC bus ni,AC
resistance at AC line li,AC .
reactance at AC line li,AC .
Resistance at DC cable m.
cardinality of set I.
Cost of wind spillage per M W h.
Cost of generated active power at bus i per M W h.
equivalent reactance of the multi-level converter h.
reactance of the transformer connecting converter
h to the point of common coupling (P CCh ).
cost of AC line l per kilometer for chosen rating.
availability of the DC cable m during hour t and
scenario ϕ.
length of DC cable m.
Maximum available power of wind farm connected to
DC bus j at time t.
maximum power rating of converter h.
scalar representing loss in converter h
generated active power at AC bus i.
demand load at AC bus i.
received active power at the receiving end of
AC line l.
received reactive power at the receiving end of
AC line l.
active power loss in the AC line l.
reactive power loss in the AC line l.
magnitude of voltage ar AC bus i.
square of magnitude of voltage ar AC bus i.
magnitude of voltage at the sending point of AC
line l.
magnitude of voltage at the receiving point of AC
line l.
angle of voltage at the sending point of AC line l.
angle of voltage at the receiving point of AC line l.

Appendix C: List of Symbols for Chapter 4

θl
wsl
wrl

Variables

pj
pr m
po m
ps m
vj
wj
vr m
vsm
wr m
wsm
pconvh
qconvh
po,h
pc,m
y
x
cm

angle difference of voltage for AC line l.
square of magnitude of voltage at the sending point of
AC line l.
square of magnitude of voltage at the receiving point of
AC line l.
net injected power from AC network to DC bus j.
active power at the receiving end of DC line m.
active power loss at DC line m.
active power at the sending end of DC line m.
voltage of the DC bus of converter h connected to
DC bus j.
square of voltage of the DC bus j.
voltage at the receiving end of DC line m.
voltage at the sending end of DC line m.
square of voltage at the receiving end of DC line m.
square of voltage at the sending end of DC line m.
injected active power from AC network to converter h.
injected reactive power from AC network to converter h.
active power loss at converter h.
rating of DC cable m.
vector of binary planning variables.
vector of operation variables.
cost of DC cable m.
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